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You may notice a slight difference in the appearance of this issue. I mean, beside 
the lack of a FEM-LIB SF cover—a joke only lasts for so long. The Franke house
hold was recently blessed with a brand new Gestfax electro-stencil cutter, and as 
a celebration of that acquisition, this entire issue is being set on stencil via 
the machine. I’m rather curious to see how it turns out. As part of the purchase' 
package, the Gestetner folks revitalized my 320 mimeograph, so there should be an 
improvement in repro as well. Again, I’m curious to see how it turns out.

Actually, I’m curious about how many things are going to turn out. Later in this 
issue, I discuss some happenings in the SunCon front. Being an acknowledged con 
freak—to the point that some fanzine freaks doubt my credentials to be part of 
“their” group (Hiya, Roy!)—I’m extremely interested in how plans are progressing 
for the upcoming Worldcons. I read Progress Reports from cover to cover, and ask 
about the current situation whenever I meet any committee members at cons. I vote 
on the proposed sites at the proper time, volunteer my help at the convention it
self, and, in general, care about it and its success or lack of same. While I 
have no idea whethex* you share the same interest, or to what degree, I hope the 
matters touched on here will be of interest. In any case, it is ray fanzine...
The future of MidAmeriCon also interests me, though I’m far more optimistic about 
its chances for success. Certain distortions of published statements, along with 
outright fabrications, have been printed in Unnamed West Coast fanzines, and a 
certain amount of flak has been generated because of this. A number of people 
hayed expressed expectations, if not actual hopes, that the convention will be 
embroiled in so many problems that it will fall flat on its face. I don’t think 
this will happen—the MAC committee seems to be coping quite well indeed—but 
revelations of ill will and outright attacks on the committee’s competence won’t 
help matters any should potentialities erupt into actual problems... I hold with 
the view that the Worldcon belongs to all of us, and it is up to all of us to 
offer what aid we can.
This may seem to be a contradiction, in light of a few things I have to say about 
SunCon’s chairman, Don Lundry. But I must stress the fact that I bear Don, nor 
the committeeany ill will. I am angry about the way .matters have been handled 
in the past, and offer suggestions that, I hope, may prevent such difficulties 
in the future, but am at the same time aware that the only committee we have to 
run the 35th Worldcon is headed by Lundry, and includes such worthies as his wife, 
Grace, Elliot Shorter, JoeD Siclari and Ben Yalow (wasn’t he on the New York bid- 
ding committee? *oh well* Be that as it may...), and if there is to be a con 
at all, they need all the help they can get. I try to separate the act from the 
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person and even though I decry what's been done, I sincerely hope that matters will 
proceed without further hassle from this point on. To argue about what has gone 
wrong accomplishes little good; the constructive act is to do one's best to see 
that similar errors do not occur.

Because of the SunCon letter, Eric Mayer's piece was squeezed out of this issue. 
Many apologies, Eric, and it will appear next time, for sure. Gee, after two 
years of publication, I have an honest-to-ghod backlog! How 'bout that!

Now that I have a stencil cutter, I am. able to handle electro-stencils for other 
faneds. Trying to figure out how much to charge is difficult, though, and I haven't 
really given all that much thought to it. I note that Victoria Vayne lists a $2 
charge for the first stencil, and $1.50 for subsequent stencils. That sounds fair 
(more than, in fact—Victoria's cutter scans a 700 lines-per-inch area; mine a 
lowly 2001.p.i.)enough. Stencils cost $26 per fifty from Gestetner, $3h per 
hundred through Quill (an office supplies place near Chicago). Allowing for a 
fair rate for time-n-trouble, plus retu'n postage, I'd guess that a buck-fifty 
each would be about right for Gestetner stencils. If enough orders come in to 
make it practical to order the Quill stencils (assuming their quality is okay) 
I'll knock 18$ off per stencil. I'll order one to try out before next issue and 
let you know how they are at that time. For artwork with lots of fine-line detail, 
you can't beat the 700 l.p.i. resolution, however, and I urge you to send work 
that would be served better at that scanning rate to Victoria Vayne (address in 
the lettered). The difference can be striking!

The next few months will see the convention season burst into full bloom. Begin
ning with Minicon (where many of you will be getting this)—April 16-18 at the 
Hotel Leamington, Minneapolis, Minnesota—Wally end I are planning on attending 
BYOBcon in Kansas City the ibth through 16th of May, Autoclave in Detroit the 28th 
through 31st of May, Kubla Khan Quan dry in Nashville the hth through 5th of June, 
and—while hoping I have next issue prepared by then—Midwestcon in Cincinnatti 
the 25th through 27th of June. I don't know if I'll be able to report fully on 
each con, Wki tilt I till and I make no promises but
to try to give at least highlights. Ruck Coulson will have to stop applauding 
or leave the room...
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Confusion began for us in the same mental state its name implies. We (well I 
was driving, but there were two of us in the car...) had gotten lost trying’to 
locate the Ann Arbor Inn—apparently the hotel had been under so many ownerships 
and through so many name-changes that few gas station attendants knew what we 
were referring to when we stopped to ask for directions. Persistence won through, 
however, and we managed to get checked in without incident. Frozen toes from the’ 
icy draft that blew across the lobby floor from the broken automatic door doesn’t 
count, does it? Nor the brief conversation with Mike Glyer while waiting for 
Wally? Thought not...

Our 100m was /ery nicely located; two doors away from Midge Rai tan and Lynn 
Christopher, directly across from the ice machine and a step or two away from the 
stairs. Perfect planning. On Saturday night, it was even better located, but I 
get ahead of myself. The Friday program was already scheduled to have begun by 
the time we arrived, so I dashed down to the mezzanine—letting Wally unpack__to
get us registered before the desk closed down and grab two seats for Ted White’s 
speech. Only.. .Ted hadn’t returned from supper yet. After some minutes of watch
ing the audience squirm restlessly, Ro Nagey-resplendant in buff-colored suit—• 
cane to the fronu anct ad—libbed remarks, trying to keep the mob under control. 
Ted finally entered the room, and gave a very nice talk on the future of sf pro— 
zines. His conclusions were pessimistic, however, and they tended to bring down 
my exurberant spirits. We immediately repaired to the con-suite party, in order 
to raise them as soon as possible.

The room was packed. I said hello to Mike Glicksohn and Sheryl Birkhead, 
Lee Swire, Jim Hansen, Rusty Hevelin, Lynn Lutz (oops, I meant Lin), Ro Nagey\ 
Bill lesselmeyer, otepnanie Oberembt, Gene Wolfe, and what seemed like dozens 
moie. Wall to wall, and iloor to ceiling, the room was a living, pulsing mass 
of fans—sheer heaven. The entire evening was spent hailing and talking to fel
lows and filles, and didn’t come to an end until early next morning.
Ihe next afternoon, after grabbing some pizza in the restaurant across the street 
from the hotel—a very funky place named Bimbo’s that was a magnet for con-attend
ees from what I heard—we went to hear Bill Bowers’ Fan GoH speech. Glicksohn 
introduced'him, and the intro and speech served as a revelation regarding the 
firm, joking, friendship between the two men. Loving, funny, touching—they were 
applauded heartily. Afterwards, Wally and I went up to our room to' recoup our ' 
energies for the night, and sat and talked with Midge and Lynn. The four of us 
went out to the Parthenon for some Greek supper, and then returned in time for 
Lloyd Biggie’s Pro GoH speech.

Lloyd gave wn>.-.t had to be the most imaginative speech ever done at a con. 
He went into hrs life history, pausing here and there to give concrete examples 
of what he was doing at the time; they ranged from poetry written as a nine-year- 
old, to piano pieces written as a teenager, to his clarinet playing as an adult, 
to an example of his composing (and lyric-writing) done fairly recently—this 
last performed by a marvelous group of Madrigal singers from the University of 
Michigan. The entire presentation, and especially the singing, was given a stand
ing ovation, and it was well-deserved..

After that we romped upstairs (again) to the room parties (again). This 
night the con suite was augmented by a Baltimore-Toronto party in the room next 
to ours—suite, rather. Wally and I had been dragging around a cache of -booze, 
leftover from the Birthaversaryparty at Chambanacon and added to after a party 
we’d had here in early January, and chipped in with it. The Tor-More suite was 
livelier than the con-suite, all things considered. One of the ’’happenings” was 
a mattress party, wherein all present tried to climb aboard a bed, nn-M 1 it col
lapsed with a mere 1U on top. (We- all hastily scrambled off, and pointed accusing 
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fingers at the laggard, Bowers, with cries of "You did it; we saw you!" Bill 
blushed redder than his beard...) Pulling off the mattress and setting it on the 
floor, we tried again and reached 1? people before the point came that new bodies 
would roll off rather than find a perching place. Just a quiet bunch of sedate 
fen...

Lee Smoire, Midge, Bowers, and myself ended up in the hotel dining room in 
time for their breakfast brunch a bit after 7 a.m. A night of partying had left 
us ravenous (Midge and I made two trips to the spread of eggs, toast, bacon, pork 
sausage, hash-brown potatoes, and juices) and we definitely got our dollars’ worth 
at the buffet. We then went to Lee Smo'.re’s room, joined by Rick Gellman, where 
I finally waved the white flag and called it a ’’night" somewhere after ten a.m.
Jim Hansen had promised to host an omelette party at his house for brunch, and 
Wally and I skedaddled over to glom onto some good food with Jim, AppleSusan, 
and Avedon Carol. A quiet interlude, and much appreciated. We made it back in 
time for the Gripe Session and vote on dispersal of excess convention funds.

Confusion has a tradition'—relatively speaking, the con is only three years 
old—of taking a vote for how the profits from the convention should be spent. 
Last year the $U00 in profits were split between the Tucker Fund and DUFF. This 
year there seemed to be more possible recipients than cash. We discussed a four
way split between TAFF, a Special Lou Tabakow "teaching Seminar", the Madrigal 
Singers who had performed at Biggie’s speech and at the banquet (they were to go 
on tour to Europe, and were in need of extra funds), and publicicity for next year’s 
con. Finally a split was agreed on between the future needs of the con and Lou 
Tabakow, with the Madrigals getting anything above a set amount, if any.

Next came an item which several of us were waiting for with itchy fingers 
and sweaty palms—Bill Bowers’ guest of honor speech. Bill had graciously donated 
the manuscript(s—he also included the first draft) to TAFF’s 77 campaign, and 
bidding had been written in on the bid-sheet at a fast and furious pace. Only 
one had dropped out; the rest of us eyed each other warily as the Precious Item 
was held up.

Up to the time of the voice auction, Mike Glicksohn had let it be known that 
the manuscript would be his. I’d countered with my stated intention to outbid 
him. We'd joked about it—I matched his larger bankroll with my larger husband 
and his persuasive manner—and by auction time a slight edge had crept into our 
bantering tone. Mike finally feigned disinterest by lying down on the carpetted 
floor in front of the first row of chairs and covering his eyes with his notorious 
hat—which he then peeked out from under at frequent intervals, to check on the 
progress of matters at hand. When Rusty called for bids, I assumed he’d come 
leaping to his feet.

But no; the bidding began and'Glicksohn stayed put: he took a dive: he 
threw the fight! I found myself combatting instead the heftier, but broker even 
than I, Mike Glyer. He was knocked out at $20. As I went to congratulate him on 
the ghood battle, he and Mike were standing head to head, discussing ways to in
sure publication of the speech. Joining in on the conversation, the three of us 
agreed on allowing Glyer to present the speech in a resurrection issue of PREHEN
SILE, as he had access to far better repro than Glicksohn, not to mention myself. 
(I'd offered to help with costs for an expanded mailing list for one issue of 
XENIUM during earlier talks with Mike, but the temptation of being able to con
tribute, even in so small a way, to one more issue of Glyer’s zine was irresis- 
table...) Glowing with pride of possession, I promised to send Mike a copy of 
the ms within a few days of the con. (As it turned out, I was saved the expense 
of Xeroxing it; Bowers mailed me two reduced-image copies a day or two later.)
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The remainder of the con was anti-climatic. We hung around awhile longer; shared 
a drink with the Canadian fen in the bar, but after judging the dead dog party in 
the Imagination Unlimited room as the deadest ever, we went to Jim Hansen’s house, 
where we spent the night., Jim,took us on a tour of Ann Arbor the next day, and we 
had gret fun slipping and sliding across the streets and walks, laughing and scrat
ching and having fun. But, officially as well as emotionally, Confusion ended 
shortly after the Sunday auction. A great con to start the year off with!

Between conventions, Wally suffered another attack of his enteritis. A progress
ive disease of the intestines, it has afflicted him since his late teens. We’ve 
grown used to knowing an attack could send him to the hospital at any time. This 
trip proved to be a short one; but it delay faanish matters—like LcCs, letters, 
and preparing Dilemma. Apologies to those short-changed,’but I know you’ll under
stand. It’s impossible to make up for lost time when operating at crifonac speed! 

w ft a •» ft ft- ft ft ft
GUEST CON REPORT—by Jodie'Offutt ARTkANE was a small affair; intimate. We met 
some nice people as usual, but I’m afraid the con chairman is in the hole. Wil
mington is such an out of the way place; too far Worth for Southern fans, too far 
South for Northern fans (the ones who made it drove for hours) and too far East 
for Midwestern fans. Of course, there’s nothing East of it to draw from but fish. 
Unfortunate. The hotel was beautiful and the personnel very nice. Ken Moore said 
he sure wished he had that hotel in Nashville. Me too.

The people who were there though, got a good program. Kelly Freas was most 
generous with his time and spent a good deal of it. talking to artists who had work 
in the HUGE art show and wanted comments. Kelly also did an interesting slide 
show (as his GoH speech—there was no banquet) of his work beginning back in the 
early days; showing covers and illustrations and commenting on techniques, hot; he 
chose to show what, etc. Extremely interesting! At a panel on Saturday, andy 
talked about art on the covers of his books. Who did them, if they depicted the 
story, what he thinks of them, etc. That was my suggestion and it worked out rath
er well, I think. They seemed to enjoy it. Bob Passovoy, Steve Miller end I pan
elled a discussion on fandom because there were so many neos there. (Also my idea. 
I’m just full of them; maybe I ought to offer my services to Ken keller, or better 
still, put on my own con. Choke!)

A large crowd of us—nearly half the con—went to o, restaurant were we were 
served family style all the fish we could eat. They just kept bringing us platters 
of fried fish, oysters, shrimp, french fries, hush puppies, cole slaw, potato salad, 
green beans and barbequed pork. It was marvelous. Even Ken Moore had all he could 
eat! ’ We went back the next night, a seller group of us, after successfully sneak
ing away from a very loud-mouthed girl who was driving us all up the wall, especi
ally Lou Moore and I. I felt sorry for one of the local fans who was experiencing 
hie first encounter like that and felt pretty bad about the whole thing. I told 
him that it .just happened every once in a while in fandom and not to worry about 
it. I can remember when such a situation was very upsetting to me. I’ve had 
meals ruined by fans, and writers too.

Bob and Anne Passovoy were there; they’d been visiting the Freases. Met 
and talked with some fanzine fans—Brett Coz, Jim. Brodie, and Tim Marion. I met 
one woman, Mariann Steel, who lives in S. Carolina and is on the SFC roster. It 
was her first convention and the only one that has been close enough for her to go 
to. She said she’s been sending in attending memberships for years because she 
wants to support them. She was *so enthusiastic and is going to try to make Kubla 
Kwandry. We had coffee with her and her friend (not a fan) and she said she’d 
been reading sf for forty or more years. She seemed quite happy-:.to know that all 
fans aren’t high school and college age kids, and seemed to bo having a great time. 
I’m going to send her a few fanzines...
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SOIGOH . jjr -filOOMCOM t - '• ' i ■' ■■ i ■' '
. ....... - I > ■ ’ 'While at Marcon.this past March, I heard a rumor that the SunCon committee had 

moved the 35th Worldcon to the Fountainbleau hotel in Miami Beach from its previous 
site in Orlando. To.be blunt ?; I was stunned. Before I saddled up my white charger, 
1.. wc>te to Don Sundry, asking if the rumor was true, and if so, on what authority 
had the decision been mdde. To refresh your memory, a few hundred of us, during 
the 33rd Worldcon (AuBSiecon), selected Orlando as the site for the convention. 
Rack my memory though I did? I could recall no place on the ballot, or in the 
WSJB Constitution, that established a ”floating committee”, who could unilaterally

* decide where a few. thousand of us would travel to for the 1977 Woyldcon. While 
I fully appreciate the difficulties the SunCon committee has encountered, I also 
feel that they are not being entirely honest with us, the prospective attendees.

• First, read the response I received to my letter of inquiry...
' I ' ■ .

V . ■ . ( . ■ ■■ \ .
. , \ ■ . > ■ ' ' . . , ’ 

; ' - / ■ . V ■ 1 ' , _ ' . " I - ' Z ' -

SunCon
thirty fifth world science fiction convention

P.O.Box 1343 
v Radio City Station

< NeW York, NY 10019 \

s r March 36, 1976

Dear Jackie, ' r ■

Don Lundry mentioned he had gotten a letter askirg about the condition from 
you so X asked what you had tosay and after readingyour letter, X figured 
I would write and give you ny personal opinion about what is going on. X imagine 
Don MH answer fo£ himself.

X imagine you have talked ^itli Rusty and know generally what problens the , 
SunCon has been facing, However, I will go over what I taw: / !

Since last February (1975)» 1 had offered nyservices to Don for the 
con. . After he bad come back from Australia, he asked me to do the first 

' progress report and 1 started getting actively involved from then on. 
' . • ■ . ■ . ' .. -X . .. - . K .... ■ " ’ ' ' ’ ■■ •' ■ ■■ •' '■ t ■

At that time, Don t@ld me that there ms a problem with the hotel and that 
no contract had been received from that despite repeated letters and calls.
As time went on, various mailings* press releases, committee messages, and 
talks with Don revealed that there was also some internal lack of communication 
within the ccwnittee itself. These problans were5 settled at Philcon /

- after two long meetings ofthose concerned. The resolution which was
presented by Rusty was agreed on completely by all. X hope with no ill \ g 
feeling by all. - ; ■
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The resolution stated in effect that Rusty Hevelin and JoAnn Wood were no 
longer currently part of the committee, and that this was because of the 
ccrmunication gap which thex® geographical distance between than and the 
rest of the committee caused. At this time, with Rusty and JoAnn’s approval, 
an executive conmittee was approved consisting of Don arri Grace Lundry, 
Elliot Shorter, Ben Yalow and myself.

Since then, I ahve consulted with both Rusty and JoAnn on different matters 
and they were both kind enough to ledd their advice.

As you know, we did have large problems with the Sheraton Towers Hotel in 
Orlando. First,the hotel was in a state of bakruptcy; second, if the hotel 
got out of bankruptcy, we had to renegotiate our contract with them.; third, 
the hotel said that they had scheduled another con in starting a Wednesday 
after our but because they had a heavy set-up, we would have to give up our 
entire exhibit area by noon on Sunday (this was told after they had agreed 
to let us have the area until Monday verbally and after the bid had been won). 
This last wuMhave meant closing the Huckster Room and the Art show early 
Sunday or *and causing all convention members to have to walk outside 
around the Exhibit Hall to go frcm their rooms to the program area.

These problems decided us to check into other hotels. In the Orlando area, 
there were none that could hold a convention the size of the Worldcon. The 
hotels in Disney World might have been a possibility but they were a minimum 
of $^0.00 per night and are spread all over the Disney World resort (seme 
are miles away frcm the main hotel). Also Disney World is a conservative 
business organization—it would have been bad business to let us in the hotel 
because She Labor D weekend is one of the biggest at the resort itself and, 
also, we are not one of the most conservative groups in the world. Because 
of all this it was finally decided that if we were farced to move frcm the S 
Sheraton Towers, it would be necessary to move out of the Orlando area.

Various well-known fans as well as many' lesser known were asked their opinions 
on the matter at fan gatherings and cons, if they thought we should move or 
stay in Orlando at any price. The general concensus was MOVE!!! In my own 
case I talked with almost 50 fans and all of us on the Executive Corrmittee 
were checking with fans. This was what we used as our authorization to move 
plus the fact that the bid under Don?s leadership was the one that had 30® 
won.

We checked various areas and after consideration, Miami Beach seemed the best 
alternative if we had to move. To decide whether we had to move it was decided 
to send seme representatives down to check on the Orlando hotel and on the 
Miami Beach Hotels. Don, Grace, Karina Girsdansky, and I went down.

To compare hotels, we went to Miami Beach first. We spoke and went through
the Fontainebleau, the Deauville, the Carillon and the Americana. The Fontainebleau 
was, by far, the best hotel suited to our needs in Miami Beach. However, 
we still did not want to move. We told the Salesamn at the Fontainebleau
only that we were considering them if we tad to move but that we were conrnittEd 
to Orlando unless the problems were trrKxtal irreconcilable.



SM we went to Orlando after spending the night at my parents. In Orlando, \ 
we spoke with the National Sales Manager of the hotel, and I personally was 
very disappointed. He was uncooperative to say the least., The hotel had on 
only a skeleton staff and we were told that when thehotel got out of 
bankruptcy they would be keeping the same management which had gotten them into 
that position less than one year after they had opened. _ He also could not 
extend the time we wanted the exhibit hall to Monday; we had to be out by 
today Won. In addition, other items which had been promised to > such 83 

! . in-house A-Vequipment and bus service to nearby hotels Could no longer be 
provided. Lastly, their rocm rates had gone up drastically^ they wanted 
$26. Single, $32. double, $38. triple, and $44. Quad. Vath all these, Wt 
would you have done? ' , <

^ii had not decided to move until two weeks later the entire executive 
ccsEsittee voted unanimously to move. Arrangsaents were made with the hotel 
arid new I can put out the first progress report. L . > , 7 ,

Don Bas probably told you all this and I know a good deal of it will be explained 
in the PR out in April.
So, the SunCon has roved to the Fontainebleau in Miami Beach, Florida. Star your 
infpmation, we will have between IftOO to 1200 rocms for the, con and rates are 
$27. Single($l.inore than Orlando), $31° Dcuble($l> lessthan Orlando), $35. 
triple ($3. less), and $39. Quad ($5. less). Tn addition,' our convention meeting 
and exhibit space is larger tian any Worldcon has had, including the Sheraton Park.

I think we can run a better con in Mami, Beach than is, possible in Orlando, all 
things.considered. I hopeyou agree. I would like to knew.

We have been working lard to get set up to run a good con and have been getting the 
best people we possibly can to fill the key positions so that we can run a smooth 
and efficient operation.; We need help from, all fans who are willing both before 

during the con and I hope we can get their support. <-

I have gone on at seme length in this letter because I, and the rest of us on the 
ConCcm, want you to understandwhat lias happened and wiy. I especially appreciate 
your writing direct to get your answers rather than relying on rumors. > X hope I 
have supplied them. ; '
■jM. .letter> raIf tm* it to Of interest to -

Anything else you would like to know, I will be glad to answer any questions. 
If it is about a specific area of the con, you can write to me and I'will pass it - 
on.' Executive committee!. Don Lundry, Chairman, Computer Services

Grace Landry, Administrative Services, H3 Room 
y Elliot tortes^M, Special Functions

Joe Slclari, Progranming and Publications 
Ben Yalow, Facilities - . ( \

Thanks for writing, and please pardon this typing which is terrible.

. j .. Good luck, -

JoeD Slclari
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An excellent and informative letter. JoeD responded politely and thoroughly re
plied to the two questions I’d posed. The adding of further details was a most 
thoughtful gesture, and I appreciated it. However, it not only did not satisfy 
the most important point about this action, it brought into light another aspect 
that I’d heard about and had'been concerned by—that ’’contract”.

I’ve spoken to several people who worked on both bidding nommit.teeR and the final 
operating, committees for Worldcons. To a fan, they expressed shock and baffle
ment at the thought of anyone coming forward, asking fandom to choose them to head 
up a Worldcon, without a signed contract with the proposed site in their pocket. 
Yet, apparently, this is exactly what Lundry did. He then compounded that error 
in judgement by not getting a binding agreement with the Sheraton Towers immedi
ately after Aussiecon. This, in my opinion, is extremely careless behavior for 
a Worldcon chairman to exhibit. He then tried his darndest to conceal the lack of 
a commit&ent with Sheraton by issuing statements of "renegotiating" the contract 
after the hotel had filed for bancruptcy. It is patently impossible to "renego
tiate" something that does not exist.

By omission, Lundry lied to us. If the hotel had not wound up in the situation 
it did, he may have gotten away with it. The Sheraton, however, tossed him a 
sharp curve by promising use of the facilities needed by SunCon to another custom
er. It xs for this reason, as well as others, that bxdding committees are expect
ed to have contracts with their hotels. Without one, Lundry was stuck. SunCon 
had not legally bound itself to an agreement, but while Lundry*s feet were drag
ging, someone else did. No business can operate on proposals—firm eammit-ments 
are needed—and the Sheraton Towers had every right to give another, contracted, 
costumer access to "our" facilities. I’m surprised that Lundry did not have a 
contract prior to Aussiecon; I’m simply astounded that he did not obtain one as 
soon afterward as physically possible.

Obviously, SunCon had a problem—in spades; doubled. The hotel was lost: what to 
do next? According to JoeD, the committee then looked into alternative hotels 
and sites. Without a precedent to guide them, this seemed a reasonable action. 
However, then "various well-known fans as well as many lesser known were asked 
their opinions" on the matter. Strange, it seemed to me that it was the voters 
at Aussiecon who "selected" the site—not a batch of fans known only to a select 
Executive Committee.

Would it have been all that much trouble to mail out a ballot to the pre-regis
tered members of SunCon, listing the alternatives, and asking for__in effect__a
new vote? It had been considered practical to mail out postcards after the bid 
had been won, therefore the registrants were known to the committee, as well as 
their addresses. Why, when something of such an important nature was concerned, 
wasn’t it put forth to those most concerned? Transcontinental phone calls were 
allowed in their budget—why not a by-mail poll of the pre-registered members? 
By every rule now in effect, they were the ONLY ones empowered to select the site 
for the WorldCon!

As an aside: is it not true that two previous members of the committee were taken 
to task in public—though the action was later retracted—for daring to request 
ideas and suggestions about the Worldcon in general from a group of east coast 
fnas? Why then, with a matter as serious and with as far-reaching effects as the 
loss of a site’s hotel and a proposed relocation, was it then considered proper to ' 
consult with a relatively small, group of fans and not with the larger membership?

Are you registered with SunCon? Were you consulted?
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To look at matters realisticly, with the Sheraton booked, for part of the period 
needed for the con, another city had to be found, and Miami Beach probably fills 
the bill as well as any other site. In any case, I see little that can be done 
about Landry's 'high-handed action. Despite the longer drive, or costlier plane 
fare, Miami Beach will be the site for the 35th Worldcon. That is a fait accom
pli and has to be lived with.
However, I do think that something must be done to prevent such actions in the 
future. It must be made clear to following Worldcon Chairmen that the convention 
is not a regional—where the chairman can set things up or move them about at will, 
change hotels, dates, whatever on his/her own hook—but a World Science Fiction 
Convention, where the site was selected by pre-registered members, and said mem
bers, or a named alternative, have the right to be asked to name a second site 
should the first one fall through. It must be insured that no bidding committee 
can present its bid without a SIGHED SEALED AND NOTORIZED'CONTRACT in hand. It 
must be emphasized that no single person is being elected temporary ghod, to make 
drastic decisions affecting the plans of thousands of people, but that the site 
for the convention is being chosen, and that other procedures will come into 
effect should that site be lost.
Prior to DisCon, an alternative procedure was in existance. The previous 5 World
con chairmen were enpowered to choose a new site, should the selected site be lost 
through resignation of the committee or other cause (I’d call having the hotel 
rented out from under you "other cause"). The new constitution gives no advice 
or procedure to follow in this eventuality, covering only the possibility of the 
entire committee being dissolved. (In which case the Chairman of the other con— 
there always being two committees in existance at any one time--has the job of 
deciding what on earth to do; poll the membership or act unaided, depending on 
the amount of time available.)
I would hope that two amendments will be presented at MidAmeriCon’s business meet
ing. One, to guarantee that only committees with binding contracts with their 
proposed facilities be permitted to present their bids; and second, that a pro
cedure be established to cover the eventuality that the properly selected site 
is somehow no longer able to hold the convention. I would prefer that such a 
procedure include a mail ballot sent to registered members of the defunct conven
tion which includes what alternatives are available.
To sum up: I think that Lundry acted with poor judgement in not obtaining a firm, 
signed commitment with the Sheraton Towers before the Site Selection meeting at 
Aussiecon. I believe he was not being completely honest with the members of Sun- 
con in explaining this fact as relations with the hotel began to deteriorate. I 
have no violent objections to the selection of Miami Beach as the alternate site, 
but I resent, most deeply, the way the site was chosen. I urge you, and other 
members of Suncon, to attend the business meeting at MAC in order to pass regu
lations that will hopefully prevent such occurrences in the future.
Right at the moment, I feel as disenfranchised as I did when Gerald Ford became 
President of the United States—and about as powerless to do anything about it.
I cast my ballot for Orlando to be the location of the 35th Worldcon (DC was my 
second choice). I did not vote for Don Lundry to choose the site, but for a group 
of specific people to host the convention at a specific place and time. (One point 
which hasn’t been discussed is: at what point does a committee no longer exist? 
When one member is dropped? Two? Three? More? When a chairman resigns? Should 
names of the bidding committee members be listed on the ballot as well as the 
site? What if a committee should split in two? Who has the mandate to act in 
the name of the Worldcon? The more I look, the more complicated this gets.)

#»»*»****
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MORE PANEL DISCUSSIONS
AND JUST WHfW.,.

meeting your favorite pros

,..THIS IS CALLED FILLING THE LAST OF THE STENCIL...
Running off this issue of Dilemma has been one big hassle. I ran out of paper, 
had the expected glitches in learning to operate new equipment, the usual lack 
of time when I needed it and tons of it when I didn’t—the ordinary plaints of 
the faned. But, nearly two weeks late, #11 is finally finished.
The biggest—virtual l.y only—problem I'm having with the stencil cutter is trying 
to handle a tendency it has to cut portions of the right edge of some pages too 
lightly. Any of you out there who know what could be causing this, I'd certainly 
appreciate hearing from you. Otherwise, once I learned how downright fussy the 
machine is in insisting that not only the stencil, but the plastic plate that 
covers the to-be-copied material, be absolutely FLAT against the drum, I've had 
no difficulty. For your information, the cover was done in charcoal; retouched 
and recut. The illo for Sebatian's poem was done with ball-point pen on the re
verse side of tracing paper, with the lettering done on the right side. All 
other sketches were done with pencil. Apparently my crowquill pens can take a 
rest for awhile...
Two more LoCs on #10 arrived—Eric Lindsay and Al Fitzpatrick wrote a bit too 
late to be included this issue. Next time, fellows! April 8, To
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Marcon Snapshots
Some convent-lone are so chock full of ‘Things That Happened, that to do a balanced 
report would fill an entire fansine by itself. MarCon XI was one of those. Ies3 
I know. I had vowed I'd never attend another3 and yet... If there had been an 
organized conspiracy to entice me to Columbus over the weekend of March 19-213 it 
could not have been planned more effectively than sheer circumstances dictated. 
To list all the reasons would take a page, and undoubtedly .bore most of you, so 
I won't. Just accept my change of heart as another famish whim; one in an endless 
list. Regardless of previous statements3 attend I did3 along with Martha Beck and 
Midge Reitan, and we enjoyed ourselves enormously. I’m most pleased that I changed 
my mind. Nowt however, a problem raises its ugly head: how to condense 48 very- 
full hours into a reasonably sized chunk of fanzine space. Impossible! So3 in 
lieu of a proper conrepprt, allow me to relate a few anecdotes about the con. It 
may be more confusing that way, but since that’s the usual net effect of a conven
tion weekend, it could be called fitting...

#1 OF CARDS AND FRIENDS AND JODIE-GESTURES...

My husband spoils me rotten. That's not a very good stance to take when you’re a 
moderate feminist, but it’s true all the same. I do very little to warrant the 
attention and generosity that Wally gives me; by most criteria I’m a washout as a 
Wife-n-Mother. A housewife, I ain’t. As ’reward’ for all my non-performance, Wal ly 
showers me not with the Badges of Honor any normal suburban matron would be pleased 
to get—diamonds, minks, or trips to Bermuda—but neat things like Selectrics and 
Gestetner mimeographs.
He had picked up an idea at Confusion, upon hearing Mike Glicksohn sing the praises 
of Victoria Vayne’s newly acquired electro-stencil cutter, and it burst into frui
tion the week before MarCon. Despite my protests—admittedly, feebler than they 
might have been—he bought me a new Mark II Gestfax. Will my crogglement ever 
cease? (Thank ghod for employer-maintained savings plans!!!) Anyway, between or
dering it and picking it up, I only told two people in this area, Midge and Martha, 
and mentioned it in one letter; to Jodie Offutt, which I didn’t expect to arrive 
until after the eon. (Jodie and I play this Game, y‘see—not at every convention 
we attend, but enough—each of us tries to get their letter to the other just past 
the wire, so it will be waiting when the other reaches home. It's not quite "laying 
an. Ob", but it’s close...)
Naturally, Jodie received the letter the dey she was leaving for Columbus.
Since she is she, and her mind works in a fashion peculiar unto herself, she did a 
very sweet thing; a very Jodie-like thing. She picked up a greeting card that one 
would send to someone with a newborn baby, adapted the verse inside, had one of her 
talented family sketch a picture of a stencil cutter and placed it over the photo 
of a baby’s face. Taking it to the con, she passed it around to various people for 
signing and embellishment, and presented me, shortly after our arrival in the wee 
hours of the morning, with a Congratulations On The New Arrival card. It was one 
of those fan-touches that put you into so high an orbit, you know you’ll never come 
down again. She told me later that quite a bit of work had gone into composing the 
jottings in the card, so Snapshot One shows its interior. Thanks to you all!!!
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Of holding your fanzine in your hands 
After filling every space, 

And Electro-stencil’s easier ways
So clear, sharp and neat

Will fill DILEMMA with gladness 
And make your lives complete!

#2 BUTTON, BUTTON: WHO’S GOT THE BUTTON?

This doesn’t involve me at all, but concerns two other faneds who are
in dire need of egoboo in order to achieve the relatively prestigeous position of 
Well Known Fans. As they both labor hard at their fanac, I’m certain they’ll reach 
their goal...just a few more years, fellows! One of them, Bill Bowers (note the 
name well), was to introduce Randy Bathurst, MarCon’s Fan Guest of Honor. But 
first, he had a piece of business to attend to. Imagine this scene....
(Setting: a laage public function worn in the. Neil House Hotel, chaiu lined up 
in stows be^oae a dim, seated fans who Stic ancomfastiably, waiting fan. the next 
item on the day’a paogstam to begin--the Fan GoH speech. Tail, cadaverous-loo king, 
Bill Boweu even more uncomfartably shufales the papers in his hands. Seated be
hind a green-clothed table—Randy Bathurst at his side {it is possible to loom, 
even while sitting}--Bill eyes the audience, takes a deep breath, and decides, 
against all his better judgement, to honor his commitment to speak. A hush falls 
oven, the audience...}
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"Before we get down to - or rather up to - the matter at hand; I have a little 
(shall we say) "personal business" to attend to. Last fall, Jodie Offutt wrote 
me a letter, in which she said that she had observed, over the course of several 
conventions last year - that I seem to have acquired a number of - well, the word 
Jodie used was "groupies".
"Now this was a flattering idea - particularly to one of my advanced years - and I 
must admit that I hadn’t been aware of the developing phenomena. So - at the next 
few cons, I began to look around In an attempt to discover just who was always 
around me. Naturally, 1 expected to find a multitude of shapely young ladies whom 
I had somehow managed to overlook in my single-minded quest for the Ultimate 
Fanzi ne.
"Unfortunately - all I found was Larry Downes and Patrick Hayden...
’’Still, I don’t give up all that easi ly. And, after Confusion, when Lee Smoire 
sent me the first prototypes of "The Official Bill Bowers Groupie" buttons, and 
suggested I find somewhere to stick them - or, rather, someone to "pin" with them - 
well, who was I to refuse such a challenge?

"I spent many steepness nights wondering just who should be the first recipient of 
this unique award. Certain qualifications came to mind—obviously, it had to be 
someone short and cuddly - someone whom I'd slept with-at a convention.

(The object the. "awaad" , and ttudleb BZW4 tfaae. RZaZng
woolly, the. fan take& a faw &tep& towaAd the. Aeao the. Aoom, contemplating 
falght. Reeoniideoing—iA that the. fanni&h. way to behave.?—the. aetoeat l& hatted, 
and position aaurned, en gaode, neaA a piltao.}
"But I’m also aware of what happened at GALAXY last year - and the last thing I 
need right now is to be hit with a sex discrimination suit...
"In the end, there could only be one choice - and.to make a long story short... 
Michael, will you please come up here? (WZncx.ng tn confaAmed pain, Gtieklohn 
toudget to the table, accepting hit> fate with faAbeaaance} Ladies - Gentlemen; 
the first "Official Bill Bowers Groupie - Michael Glicksohn!
"Mike (04 he. plm the emblem o£ honoo to the aioutAuck. Canadian} - I realize it’s 
not quite a FAAn Award. But if you play your cards right..."
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#5 THE GENTLE ART OF INTRODUCTIONS: AS PRACTICED BY BILL BOWERS.

Though this item follows immediately after #2, it is, indeed, a separate "snapshot". 
I hope this sufficiently sets it apart.
(The chZttea-diaZte/i and joking dZe. down tu Boweu Aeaunies hZa 4eaZ. He cZezm 
hZi Wioat and caiZi a ^Zdewaad gZxnce at Bat/iut6t--who unea^ZZ^ 4nuZez back- 
then, aeauangtng his notes, begtns anew...)
"And now for something completely different...

"As you may have noticed - in particular, just a moment ago - there are very few 
people in fandom that I have to look up to. And those I do have to look up to, 
like John Meisel, I can generally see around. Still, when the MarCon committee 
offered me the opportunity to introduce their first fan guest of honor ever - and, 
as a small renumeration for my time and trouble - offered me a free, all-expenses 
paid trip around Randy Bathurst - how could I refuse? I put on my backpack - and 
here I am. A seasoned veteran of public speaking.
"Yes.
"Randy is described by one word - BIG! In fact, that’s how I met Randy - in the 
Kansas City suite at DisCon li (That's where I met Ro Nagey also, but let's keep 
our attention on a "single" object.)- (Fozt the unacquainted, Ro was maaaied the 
6th of MaAch to Lin Lutz} - where he was attempting to form "Big Fandom". Quali
fications? Over six foot - or over two hundred pounds.

"But don't tell Kaufman. He thinks he's in, but actually he's just our mascot.

"Did I say "Big"? (BZ£Z toons his head to Sawey the sheen. mass of Kandy, who 
attempts to appeao no moae impostng than a giant stuffed panda.,.]
(He succeeds manwetousiy welt, considering...)
"Last year - here at MarCon as a matter of fact - as I was innocently sitting be
hind my huckster's table - located beside my "peer", Buck Coulson - just trying 
to work my way through fandom, don't you know? - every so often, Randy would come 
strolling across the room to lay another cartoon on me. Now then, if you think 
approaching Randy while you are standing can be a belittling experience - well, 
believe me, when Randy approaches you, and you are sitting - now that Is an intim
idating sight to behold!
"I mentioned this to Randy - thereafter, he approached me on his knees! At last, 
someone willing to give me the respect that is my rightful due!

"But enough of "size" jokes. You'd think I was introducing Glicksohn...
"And yet...that very same word - Big - describes Randy in so many ways other than 
the physical. It sums up his heart, his sense of humor - and his talent. He is, 
without a doubt, one of the most uniquely inventive fan cartoonists around. And 
at the rate his technique is developing - very shortly he wiI I be without peers. 
And his talent is not confined to the two-dimensional representations you will be 
familiar with through *ahem* some of the better fanzines. (He draws toward him a 
Large object, covered with a paper. bag, and putts off the sack., rev eating one of 
the FAAn AwaicU that Randy designed and made--a representation of the Enchanted 
VapLieator, with an animated Sheer can peached on top, comptete with propettor- 
topped beanie) As you can see, since I brought along one of my Bathurst originals.
"Will someone keep an eye on a certain Torontoite and make sure this is still here 
when I finish?
"in fact, the only basic "problem" with Randy is his modesty regarding promotion 
of himself as someone of value, not to mention his work, is all a bit flustering 
to those of us who know him and love him.
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By way of example...in late February, I drove up to Ann Arbor. And one of the 
prime purposes of that trip was to "interview" Randy - unlike those who have 
introduced me In the past gtance. toiMAd GUckwhn] I take these "assian- 
rnents" with some degree of seriousness! assign..

"Well, that Interview garnered me a grand total of three facts: 
was born on April 1, 1950 - he got into fandom in 1968 - 
Gllcksohn published his first Illustration. Michael, 
me. You never told me you used to publish a fanzine!

Randy Bathurst

Michael
and that someone named

you’ve been holding out on

"That was the sum total of the "interview".

"But nobody would
be"InterestedT"^° oft^a*0

not a total waste. Later that evening, when Ro A I got Randv 
ftorl ui t 4*h 4-K 4- I J j. . i i • ‘

"But the trip was
in the "Fan Attic" - hmm...this combined with that’ little' pre’l iminar'/cer»X’v 
Isn t going to do my "reputation" a hell of a lot of good is t? - ™ hC SL 
fess!inaT"^roj“t.00'1'''n“' Randy do the <lr=t Outbids Productions "Pro-

"It will be an adult - but sans-genItais: ask Randv about that - minri™ 
tentatively entitled OTHER PLACES, OTHER TIMES, and w 111 be out for XaLh?™' 
Won t It Randy? (He indiu, iweetty, at Randy. Bt&iod, 3tU ean .took mean'?

kf?p tb!s Up mucl? *on9er* it’ II be written up In Mishap apazinl
and Randy will start to think he’s someone "important". He is - but we don’t wanf- 
him to know that, do we now... ~ e dn T wan+

innf'2lMmSr,nh?C0!e tlin9Sf 1 WOUld suppose +hat being a fan guest of honor 
But^be that’as^t mly^00* 3 *+h bein9 3 fan guest of hon°r !n

Ann Arbor.

"Here is a person with a heart and a talent literally as big 
"I give you Fandom’s Gentle Giant: RANDY BATHURSTl111"

as he is:
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#4 THE TALE OF THE BUNNY...

Saturday noon, Midge, Martha and I had gone to the drugstore down the block from 
the hotel and taken our nourishment, such as it was, at the lunch counter there. 
After paying our checks, we stepped back into the warm afternoon sun and started 
back to the Neil House. A display in one of the store’s windows caught our eyes: 
a vertible warren of bunny rabbits; cunning little greyish-brown flocked toys that 
had the most life-like eyes I'd ever seen on a frankly fake, non-stuffed animal. 
WATERSHIP DOWN, in person. Midge knew exactly where they were located in the 
store: she'd cruised its counters while Martha and I had dawdled over our sand
wiches. They didn't look as striking ammssed in one section of the Easter Goods 
department, but they'd lost none of their charm. We studied the various poses 
offered, and sizes, and selected two small ones and one large. (Martha likes her 
possessions to impress!) Once back in our room, we put them on the dresser, ex
cept for the Big Bunny, which took the place of honor on the window sill.
Time passes: the banquet had been scheduled for seven o'clock, and we poorer fen 
gathered in our room for a cracker, cheese, and whatever-was-on-hand repast. 
Rusty Hevelin, with his "Great-Grand-daughter" Steve Oberembt in tow, and Brian 
Burley joined us—Rusty chipping in with what food he had stashed in his room. 
We ate and relaxed, talking about matters fannish. Sometime into the meal,. Rick 
Gellman peeked into the doorway, and asked if he could come in. A wind had kicked 
up outdoors, and the curtains were beginning to snap about rather energetically. 
Martha asked him to move her rabbit to a safer spot. Rick went to comply (when 
Martha requests, fandom leaps to obey...), and stopped in mid-step.
"What rabbit?” he asked bewilderedly. With a gasp, Midge dashed to the window and 
looked down—six floors below, near a roof vent., lie the rabbit. Intact. (Hong 
Kong must be improving its quality control standards!) The wind and the drapes 
had obviously gotten to it before we had thought of the danger.
Sighing, Martha picked up the phone and dialed the front desk. "This is Room 76U," 
she stated, crisply, concisely. "I want to report that my rabbit fell out the win
dow—NOT A LIVE ONE!!" The manager made concerned-sounding noises and said that a 
security man would be up momentarily. We clucked over the bunny's misadventure, 
and turned our minds to other matters.
A short rap on the door jamb announced the arrival of a flustered-looking hotel 
detective. "Is this the room with the rabbit?" he asked. Wordlessly, we pointed 
to the still-open window. He stomped through the room, pointedly ignoring the 
boxes of food, pitcher of orange juice and quietly-perking coffee pot, and thrust 
his head out the window. Before Midge could point it out, he had spotted the toy. 
"Oh, yeah. I see it. Well, we got four or five other things to attend to; it’ll 
be awhile yet. But you can claim it at the front desk later." Without even a 
nod of farewell, the too-busy-for-words man left.
Another, slighter, leap forward in time: The others have left, and we have just 
finished dressing for the after-dinner speeches—the ritualistic marking of the 
onset of Party Time. Another knock sounds on the door. In comes Gellman, walking 
with little bouncing steps. "Bunny express, on it’s way," he says with a grin, and 
with a flourish, presents Martha with her Lost Bunny. It’s welcomed with hugs and 
kisses and restored to a safer place of honor. Later, almost each time someone 
would enter the room, we heard the questioning cry..."Is dis da room wid da rabbit?" 
Of such insignificant events are fannish stories built...
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#5 ONE CON AFTER ANOTHER...
MarCon splintered into several conventions. Not long after the speeches on Satur
day night, a tornado -warning was issued—funnel clouds had been sighted nearing 
Coliirnbus and everyone was advised to take shelter. The hotel staff, once the wail
ing sirens alerted the guests, 'suggested that people head for the lowest floor. 
Midge and I were on the mezzanine, and it took us mere moments to skip down the 
escalator and one flight of stairs. There was a small bar in the basement arcade, 
and we decided it would make an ideal haven. Only in Columbus would a bar post 
hours like "7:30 til 11:00" on a Saturday night...it was closed. He halted, our 
plans stymied. By then Bill Fesselmeyer had Joined us, and we headed for a nearby 
stairway. Sitting, even on concrete stairs, made more sense than standing on a 
brick floor. As more people came swarming down the main staircase, we'd wave air
ily and call out greetings, but hearing was impossible over the din of the sirens. 
One of the many Toronto Peters and Sue Wheeler (from Baltimore) strolled over, 
cheek-busting grins on their faces and a quart of Seagram’s, a bottle of Coke, and 
a bucket of ice cubes nestled in their arms. We, of course, welcomed them warmly 
to our spot. FunnelCon, the REAL TorCon, or TwisterCon—depending on which name 
you’d heard first—was.on.
The warning soon expired—a twister had struck fifteen miles from town, but nowhere 
closer—and people wandered back to parties. The evening passed. Signs began to 
appear, promoting a "SleezyCon" (sic) to be held in Room 650 at 4 a.m. We kept it 
in mind. Abunch of us decided to make a Grand Tour of the remaining'room parties 
around 3 a.m.and wound up in Lou Tabakow’s room on the first floor. (We heard the 
con-suite shut down shortly after we left) Midge, Bowers, Fesselmeyer and I thought 
we’d go see if the announced "con" had actually developed. Once up on the sixth 
floor, we found friendly fannish faces who said the party was being moved to the 
Ann Arbor room, as 650 had proved to be too small. Being among the Early Birds, 
we claimed the beds first and lolled in luxury—such prime sites being always at 
a premium. However, we were not to retain our privileged positions for long. A 
group of filksingers, without a room to filk in, wandered in and began to tune up 
their guitars. I enjoy a good filk-sing, and settled back to listen. The singers 
began to tune up their vocal cords. Someone complimented one girl on her high 
voice. "I can sing anything from mezzo to coloratura," she said modestly. Unfor
tunately , not in tune...
En masse, we Early Birds departed, surrendering the room to misharmonics. In front 
of the elevators, Bowers and Bill Cavin claimed the two chairs and we Lesser Beings 
arranged ourselves on the open floor. SleazyCon-in-Exile had found a new site. We 
sat and talked, munching crackers I’d brought down from the room and smiled sweetly 
at the security man as he periodically passed on his rounds. An elevator door slid 
open, disgorging Ann Arbor fan Sid Altus—indeed, it had been his room from which 
we’d been evicted—who beamed at seeing fans still up and about. We related the 
sad history of SleazyCon, telling him of being routed from our "own" party. We 
sang a woeful tune of injustice, sketching the image of a band of stalwart spirits 
who refused to say die, and had maintained their "convention", in exile. Slowly 
the point of our rambling tale came clear to Sid. His eyes widened.
"HeyI That’s my room you're talking about!" We applauded his perception. The 
Territorial Imperative asserted itself, and, chest swollen with righteousness, Sid 
marched down the hallway, the deposed fans at his heels. Zip. Zap. The filkers 
(I can't call them singers!) were politely but firmly ejected, and again we had 
our rightful place. Trufans triumphant.
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#6 THIS CAN’T BE WINDYCON: WE’RE IN COLUMBUS!!!

Sunday morning dawned bright and early. Few sane fen are up to see it, however, 
and my day began officially at a quarter til noon, when a group—Joe and Gay Halde
man, Bill Bowers, and myself--assembled in the Huckster’s Room to meet Mike Glick- 
sohn, who’d invited us out to brunch. The trek to the Water Works--a place recom
mended for its good brunch and unlimited Bloody Marys and Champagne (Mike was very 
keen on that point foi* some reason)—was delayed as is the fannish custom, while 
first one then another of us got sidetracked. But we soon got our act together 
and ventured outdoors into the bright sunshine. The streets had been washed clean 
by the rains of the past night and everything looked fresh and sparkling. We.found 
out that an eddy from the storm system had hung around, and were almost knocked 
flat by raging winds. Struggling to preserve our balance by leaning at a 50° angle, 
we slowly made way down the deserted street, following the-directions given to Mike. 
To pause for a stoplight was extremely hazardous. Constant adjustments had to be 
made in order to maintain a relatively upright position—not a snap job when wide 
awake; formidable indeed when suffering a slight hangover. We looked more like 
whirligigs than people. The wind whooshed down the wide avenues, abruptly altering 
direction every so often, just to complicate things. I soon began to regret not 
heeding Wally’s advice .to bring a heavier coat: my fingers slowly turned blue in
side the pockets of my poplin jacket. Responding to the challenge hurled by the 
elements, Joe’s military training came to the fore, and he snaked and dodged from 
doorway to doorway, an imaginary M-16 in his hands, a steely glint in his eye. 
Gay and Mike tried skipping for awhile, but the increase in circulation wasn’t 
worth the effort to me.
The neat downtown area of Columbus began to give way to a down-at-the-heels, . 
industrialized, section that showed scars of urban renewal—demolished buildings 
abd empty, brick-strewn lots. Just about the time that suspicion began to grow 
that we’d been misdirected, an address was spotted on one of the buildings, and 
Joe spied the restaurant’s sign. The Water Works was aptly named; it was located 
in a former pump house or public utility building.
Entering brought blessed relief from the chilling wind, but immediately deprived us 
of our sight. Hie VJW apparently was designed for late-evening business, and main
tained a light level approximately equal to that of Mammoth Cave at midnight. After 
the bright sunlight outside, we were struck blind. Hands before us, we groped down 
a narrow, twisting hallway and descended a flight of stairs to the lower level. 
Here the situation began to improve a bit—or our eyes to recover from the shock— 
and we could make out the dim outlines of a humanoid figure beckoning us toward a 
table. The hostess, or so we assumed from her voice, said that our waiter, Bruce, 
would be with us shortly and left. Discovering a placard menu on the table by 
touch, Gay tried to decipher it. Bill kindly KM Hi lit his lighter and
gave us enough illumination to read by. The meals sounded good—two kinds of ome
lettes, and three sauced-egg dishes. When our waitress arrived, we confused her 
utterly by calling her Bruce-—would a hostess lie?—before giving our orders. As 
could be expected, they were heavy on the Bloody Marys. She came back in a minute 
to impart the saddening information that the bar would not open for another 35 
minutes. Choking back tears, we tried to persuade her to bend the rules, just a 
little, Just this once, but to no avail. Settling for coffee, we at least thawed 
out during the wait. As vision slowly returned, we saw only one other employee 
in sight; a waiter who we promptly dubbed ’’Shirley”, as a partner to "Bruce”. Few 
other diners were present, and we relaxed in the cozy, quiet oasis for a couple of 
hours. An altogether Neat Way to start a day, Mike. Thanks!
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#7 THE BARCON: ENTERING A TIME WARP... .

It was shortly past three in the afternoon. The three of* uss now checked. out of* 
our room, considered where to go and what to do next. There was no need to leave 
right away, but few fans were in sight., Naturally, the bar came to mind i mined i flte- 
ly. As we neared the doorway', Lee Smoire emerged, and, it being a physical im
possibility for a fan to steer a direct, uninterrupted course to any objective, 
we stopped to exchange greetings and good-byes. On the Sunday of a con, you may 
say farewell to the same fan several times, as no one is certain whether or not 
you’ll meet again before departing. It creates a sense of Deja Vua but what the 
heck...it’s part of the fun. <
Entering the dimly lit Red Lion, we waved to a small group who were assembled with
in reasonable reach of the bar. Offutt and Haldeman, with Glicksqhn and Bowers, 
were sitting amid a larger circle of chairs that indicated'the earlier presence of 
a sizable congregation. Martha, Midge and I Joined in, and the sprit of BarCon 
took hold, locking us in its spell. Fellow fans would Join in, drop out, be re
placed by another,, return again—the gathering swelled and diminished in size with
a random pattern that was somehow comforting. Our waitress grew flustered as her 
checks grew in complexity, but our talking went on with peaceful serenity. As 
time wore on, her shift.!—■----- ----------- —------------------ -------------------- -— ___ _______________
came to an end. A mi
nor flurry of tab
totalling, buck-pass
ing and change-making 
was ended by the arri
val of our new wait
ress , who stepped into 
position and developed 
a hard to execute, syn- 
chopated rhythm of tak
ing orders, bringing 
them, and clearing away 
empties. Bheer, mar
tinis, Cokes, coffee; 
glasses and goblets and 
cups hove in and out of 
sight, and the con
versation never ceased 
its flow. But, finally 
Martha began to make 
edgy-sounding noises, 
and I saw with regret 
that the hands on our 
watches had refused to 
slow their relentless 
crawling, despite the 
time-stasis that had 
taken grip on we fans. 
It was time to go; we 
said good-bye for the 
final time. Looking 
back, I think perhaps 
the best hours of the 
con took place there. 
Pleasant times with 
pleasant people. What 
more is a con for?

------------- that scrambled word game 
by Dave Locke

Unscramble these six Bumbles, 
one letter to each square, 
to form six ordinary fannish 
words.

Now arrange the circled 
letters to form the sur
prise answer, as sugges
ted by the above cartoon

Print the answer here

— Solution on p. 33
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feedbacktalk
DARROLL PARDOE (Deo. 11, ’?S) About this religion argument (if I’m not too
24 0+hel Io Close late to contribute my own thoughts to it); why do people as-
Har+ford, Huntingdon sume, as Marty BLelgesen does, that the atheist position is 
PE 18 7SU ENGLAND as much a matter of positive proof as the believing posi

tion? I don’t sec it that way. An atheist, or at least an 
atheist as I understand it from my own viewpoint, does not deny the existence of 
god; he refuses to recognize that the concept of god is one which is of any value. 
If I don’t allow the concept to be a valid one, I don’t have to prove its non
existence. It’s for those people who do insist on its validity to show positive 
proof of its existence.

It all comes down to Occam's Razor in the end; we shouldn’t invent concepts 
pnless there’s good reason for doing so. I don’t (and I can hear cries of "Shame!’’ 
in the background as I say so) believe in Santa Claus either. I don’t have to 
prove he doesn’t exist, because the concept of Santa Claus is not one whose val
idity I need in my philosophy. I and the world can relate perfectly well without 
bringing him into the argument at all. Similarly, my philosophy of the world man- 
ages all right without the concept of god intruding in any way. I don’t have to 
prove he doesn’t exist: it's up to the believer to show that I can’t get along 
without introducing such a concept.

Why is god always a 'he*, anyway?
I don’t agree that the New Testament is much good as a moral guide, either. 

It owes a great deal to the apostle Paul, who had some really weird ideas. "It is 
a good idea for a man to have nothing to do with women" (1 Cor 7:1); "If a woman 
is not to wear a veil she might as well have her hair cut off" (1 Cor 11:6). And 
Jesus had his prejudices too—see Mathew 15:21 for some racial intolerance. Though 
we can be fairly sure that Paul wrote what we read now, the same can't be said for 
Jesus. Like you, I'm not entirely convinced that he ever existed. It's quite in
structive to read books by-modern theologians: an up-to-date theologian will be 
quite willing to admit that the evidence for Jesus’ existence is not overwhelming, 
which is a position quite an anathema to the ’ordinary Christians, most of whom 
haven’t thought all that deeply about it, and are quite ready to take what they are 
told by their church on trust, as a matter of ’faith’ (ie. blind ignorance).

Come to think of it, a lot of atheists are quite unwilling to admit the poss
ibility of Jesus* non-existance, too. One interesting book I read quite recently 
on the subject is The Fall of Jerusalem And The Christian Church by Prof. S.G.F. 
Brandon which is an impartial study which erects some interesting theories on the 
basis of evidence only. Ro has just reminded me of another good book on those 
lines, too—The Jesus of The Early Christians by G.A. Wells, though the theories 
in this one-are a bit more way out.

EXPO ?6 is a worrying thing. Where will our fandom be if people move in on 
it with dollar signs in their eyes? But one ray of hope is that the affair is 
plarmed for the same weekend as Midwestcon. That should solve the problem: all 
the real fans will be in Cincinnatti, and the hangers-on, fakefans, and so on will 
be in New York.

One thought has occurred to me: what with most fen planning on going to 
Midwestcon rather than "SF EXPO, who will be there to assuage the spirits 
of our Fannish Pros in Hew York? Mayhap the East Coast fen who will be 
attending the EXPO are performing a Service for friends who'd be otherwise 
bereft of fannish company...//Re: Mathew 16:24—Jesus did relent and aid
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the wn~Isrea.lites and that seotion waB al^ays presented as an example 
of hw True Faith affeote eten’Qodin the parddhial school I attended* I 
would also imagine that the indication of bigotry aould be eaplained as a 
further emtyple of the duality qf Jesus ' God/man~'nature; akin to hie fear 
of being oruoified* Fault howevert was a nerd*//! &gn ae&ept Jesus as a '.’ 
teaoher/rabbi Who tetyht some St&t years ago*. but not alt the myths that 
have grown about him since. But if Idon't believe the myths,does it / 
realty matter if I accept the man? ' ~

ERIC LINDSAY (Dec* 11,'76) . FMnfee,
6 Hillcrest Ave. 1 white. te ptote4£Me btete-nlty Aextet cov&c /JltuAte&tionon 

' Fau Iconbrl dge NSW -gowt o#temUi exce£Uii£ tygaz4M ?Fem*Ub S-F”. Such /satefr
2776 AUSTRALIA Ing te a d&oaden£ minon/ty 4eefeeA4 and voyevhA a& ■'■

would be. attestedby a tyifi bated w£e body wi££In no wag 
compenAate {ott the. deoZine in c.ommu’&lty AtandtedA etytydeted byAuAhpidrtteattenb. 

'•'■/- ’ youAb/ ate, ■ ' , v "-
F.S? Maty o£ my fyitetyA ate imateA, and, handty any o& them ate. tete Ahbit. 
leteAhlAtA* "■<-<■

Confbimd it, Jackie, I’mcertain that commenting op D? will take more space 
than this letter actually contains. First, I’d like to go on for a page on “why 
I publish”, but you havecoowiwead the two I admit toj communication b egoboo. And 
I dpn’t wat to admit that I am seeking friends via print , firstly because I like 
to maintain the delusion that I don’t need friends, that given sufficient reason 
I could drop the whole thing and not regret it, at least, not much. I don’t want 
to have hostages to fortune. And since I’ve come to enjoy having friends, while 
still trying partly to avoid than, I’m torn between a desire tp attempt to keep 
them, and a dedire to prove that I really am alone and totallyaliehated—you ’ll 
probably see the results of that conflict in a future Geg, when I finally get that 
personalsine version done. . .. \

I’ve tried to get an early reservation in to MidAmeriCon, but they sent it 
back telling me to send it on the reservation card. Confound it—I’m going to 
have to see the SMOFs about that, I tell you.... .

I 4qn*t really see the problem with people like Don D’Ammassa choosing their 
own moralS“»most people do, but in most Cases they are the same sei of morels that 
some large group happep to claim as their Own.' SO if you have a group following 
deSade, you have problems, Just as you do when an individual gets the same set. 
For myselfI rather like the ideas expressed by John Stuart Mill .in ”0n Liberty”- 
as tbs basis of a moral code. Unfortunately , it does tend to bring you into con- 

1 flict with the law in most countries
Marty Helgesen’s GIHI figures were nice, but I can’t help wonder if they re

late to individuals only« If they do, then thby don’t take into account the in
come hiding and goods/services providing capacity inherent in the life style of 
the corporate executive. Ip less .developed countries one would expect the higher 
economic classes to hold income and property in their own names more, whereas in 
the US & Australia, Just taking income alone provides a very much less than accu
rate indication of the wealth available' to the individuals compared to corporate 

''managers & executives. ' < — "■. .
Confound these short letters! ;

I tend to ^ueetian government etetietlee in aty easei whatever the^ rdf sr 
to* Too maty of them ee&n to be mere guebees^ and hot very edbiaated ones 

' at that//I'm not familial isith MiiVe iJr^ of those things
I hope to rectify RealSooriSqu*. *//l aan appreciate youh thoughte on the .. 

yet hot-^iantnng friends* If you don't have anys teey can't hurt 
you aty) right? It 's a line of reasoning I sidf&msaipuely foll&ted ^&ou^h
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high school and part of my later years; at least until I realized that 
while getting hurt was a risk one assumed in reaching out to other people, 
the possible pain didn't remotely match the pleasure gained by giving and 
receiving honest affection. It's been said that fandom attracts loners, 
but I believe it keeps reformed loners...

KEITH CURTIS (Dec. 4, '75) Many thanks for Dilemma 9 which has brightened
26 Undercliff© Rd. an otherwise dead week from the receipt of mail point of view. 
Ear I wood, NSW Mon, Tues & Wed the blasted mailbox stood empty. I know I
2206 AUSTRALIA don’t write too often to anybody—well, maybe there is an ex

ception in California—but not even a damn circular! One can 
easily get miffed at such things. It also causes prompt replies to fanzines, but 
that's obvious. <

At this end of the sphere your con reports are welcome—if only to mutter 
enviously at the lack here. Kot that Aussiecon ’75 was to’be sneered at, no way. 
There’s not much I can comment on regarding the con reports for as you know my con 
experience is strictly limited, having missed several due to an unsatiable lust 
after -old mouldering tomes-, as I believe you once wrote.

Your comments in 'A New Age Dawning?' were interesting and informative. 
There's been a lot of discussion among Sydney fans about this particular con. 
Apart from the flyer put out by EXPO, we've had very little information. One of 
the most hotly debated ideas has been that of autograph booths, paid autograph 
booths at that. From the book collector's, or bibliomane's if you prefer, point 
of view this idea is repellent and from where I type a signed copy obtained this 
way would not enhance value as a collector's piece. Maybe in a couple hundred 
yearss or so outside the field... I will be interested in seeing how many authors 
will sell their autographs this way. My information could be dreadfully wrong.on 
this particular point. The booths may be there for authors to sign copies of 
their books sold at the convention only with no further charge. Bookshops have 
been doing this for years and it is an acceptable sales ploy. From the collector's 
point of view (again!) it depends on the author as to whether or not it increases 
value. In Australia, for example, a signed Ion Idriss novel can be picked.up for 
10^ if you're lucky. He hi . the reputation of signing any and everything at the 
proverbial drop of the hat. Ergo, a signed Indriss is worth no more than an un
signed copy.

However, apart from this collector's minor higgle, the one thing that per
turbs is what kind of fan will this bring into fandom? Will it reduce communica
tions between pro and fan? I don't know what the effects of this style con will 
be—you never know, it Just might cause an entirely new and separate fandom/audi
ence to emerge. Also, being a post 1970 fan, I cannot but feel my lack of quali
fications to write further on this, to i.e, potentially harmful convention.

Finally, having gone the whole trip with Christianity all the way from motor
cycle evangalist and trainee theologian, I'm not getting involved with the hassles 
of that discussion. These days I prefer to remain sceptical and open-minded. Call 
me a chicken, but after a fairly full involvement one way. I've no wish to go com
pletely the other way and be an atheist. I still believe in a god/God, but as for 
the rest...

P.S. Where I come from in the Old DartfDid I read that right?] (England) 
'lurgi' is spelt ’lergy' and is considered a slang corruption from ALLERGY—though 
it is pronounced with a hard 'g'.

I've been pronouncing with a soft 'g' all along... *sigh*//Not being -In The 
Know myself, I'm not positive,, but I think the payment referred to at the 
autograph booths is to the authors by the Exposition—-at least Tucker 
mentioned an hourly rate in the figures supplied to him. And, please, don't 
call it a 'convention'—it's a commercial EXPOSITION. Another species
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altogether...//I'll eimply never understand the collector's mind; why on 
Earth would anyone want to spend money on old books., of all things!? How 
quadnt!//The terror of the empty mailbox strikes again...

DAVE COCKFIELD (Jan ?3 (76) The letters on religion were also of inter-
31 Durham Court est to me, in particular the one from that voice in the
Hebburn, Tyne and Wear wilderness (he must get tempted by.the devil a lot) Rod 
NE31 1JX ENGLAND Snyder. He is just beginning to rebel against a Christ

ian upbringing, yet with me, the greatest of all Sunday 
School hookey players, I am just getting turned on by a religion which I was ne
ver forced to adhere to. My only beef aoout Christianity is that I don’t like 
large congregations, so although I may believe I will probably do so in my own 
private way rather than in public. I consider worship, or whatever name you may 
wish to put such devotions under, to be a personal thing. And now I may finally 
get to what this is all leading up to, ie. the reason I changed from an agnostic 
to a believer in a GOD, not necessarily the right one.

A couple of years ago I squandered a couple of hundred on a trip (a non fan- 
nish one I may add as I was very much an Asimov oriented Neo at the time) to Italy 
and was suitably impressed by St. Peters, the Sistine Chapel and all the other re
ligious artifacts on view. However none of these inspired any religious fervor or 
awe to well up in my humble breast. They were nothing more than beautiful works 
of art—that is until I went to Assissi.

In the center of Assissi is a majestic church called ’’The Church of The Lady 
of The Angels” and it has a massive interior full of golden altars, tapestries, 
stained glass windows, etc. Every inch was pure Catholic indulgence except for the 
one thing which al], of the tourists go to see, the original chapel constructed by 
St. Francis when he first began to preach. Positioned in the centre (the church 
was actually built around it) it is a simple wood, mud and stone shelter about the 
size of an average-sized room but the. walls have painted frescos depicting; angels, 
saints, animals*: etc.., and it is so beautiful not because it is a perfect work of 
art, which it isn’t, but because in its simplicity it sums up everything that 
Christianity stands for. As I say I was not religious at that time but I felt so 
like an intruder defiling that shrine by my mere presence that I was unable to 
enter through the door of this chapel. It was as if a hand barred my way. Whether 
this was some divine intervention or a psychological hang-up I'd latched onto, I 
don’t know. ’What I do know is that it changed my attitude and while I am not yet 
a complete believer (who can be expected to have that much faith?) I am no longer 
an agnostic. I may also add that this occurance also, happened a second time in a 
different church but I won’t belabour the point other than to say, out of the 30 
or hO churches I visited in Italy, why did only two (the most simplistic of them 
all) affect me in such a manner?

I especially liked Jodie's piece. Having only been to one con, eating at 
room parties is not a regular occurance for me, but at home I very rarely eat at 
the table. The nearest I get to it is a tray on my knee and I much prefer it that 
way. Perhaps what struck me about Jodie’s article is that basically it was about 
nothing yet she wrote so well that anyone would swear that it was full of meaning. 
A very special piece of writing which demonstrates her undoubted talent.

Who is Dave Hulan kidding? The day that British political parties, in power 
or out of it, are held together by discipline is the day I will streak around the 
world. Ministers of Parliament in this country spend so much time calling each 
other names and pointing out the various mistakes that not much ever gets done to 
benefit the government. Public disputes are common-between members of the same 
party; perhaps the best known being between Maggie Thatcher ("Maggie the Cold War 
Warrior" according to our defence secretary) and the deposed Conservative leader 
Edward Heath. Heath is acknowledged by both parties and statesmen thoughout the 
world as being the most diplomatic statesman we have at handling foriegn affairs,
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yet he cannot get a position in the Shadow Cabinet because of the animosity Maggie 
holds for him. In theory our system works well and occasionally, more through good 
luck than anything else, it does, but it is not necessarily any better than yours 
or any other country's.

Lastly I will say that•religion is definitely behind the troubles in Northern 
Ireland. Admittedly it is a stupid excuse but more than likely it is not Just a 
matter over which to unleash violence but an inbred trait which has developed back 
to Cromwell's time. Prejudice is almost impossible to get rid of when it is inbred. 
Some of my best friends are Irishmen and I am a member of an "Orange Lodge" social 
club and it is unbelievable how fanatically some of them hate members of different 
religions. Enough I think to kill if they were misguided enough by a minority of 
persuasive extremists.

The only thing I envy about American fans is that they have so many cons to 
go to if they have the cash. You also get books earlier, have the better authors, 
and generally have one hell of a good time in fandom. A couple of cons a year are 
not enough if you want to get to know people out of your area. The only fen I have 
really been able to get to know in the six months I have been in fandom are those 
locally and Mary Legg. But Mary is marrying Sam Long and moving to your side of 
the water. The government quibbles about the brain drain but what about the fen 
drain? It's bloody disgusting. . .

Fen drain? I haven't really noticed one. We do have some who
move in the reverse direction, after all...//I'd agree that religion is 
the "excuse" for the Northern Ireland Troubles, but the reason? If it 
were only religion, then every Protestant and every Catholic the world 
over would be at each others throats—or at least the ones who live in 
those areas where there has been religious animosities in the past; Eng
land, France, Holland, etc.//I think Jodie's article did have meaning, but 
a hard to define one. FIAWOL, perhaps?

PHILIP M. COHEN (Jan. 14, '76) I am moderately interested in conreports, knowing
310 Stewart Ave. little of that life, but for me the zine moved into high gear on 
Ithaca, NY 14850 p. 12 with Denny. Lien's excellently paced Joke. Doug Rice's car

toons are also good—that F/P convention ought to become a staple 
with fan cartoonists, if it isn’t already.

I must agree 100% with Don D'Ammassa's letter. The Cambodians deserved to 
get creamed, but our reasons for attacking them were base and the operation bungled. 
Not only were more lives lost in the ’rescue' than were endangered originally, but 
safety for the captives (judging from reports of firing on their boats) seems to 
have been of less concern than the desire to regain self-esteem. (-This nation may 
need a war to give it purpose- —RMN) I wouldn't be surprised if the whole bloody 
mess helped our world image though, considering the world respect‘that Communi sts 
and their autocratic ilk get.

I don't .think I agree with Dave Locke that atheism is an absence of faith, 
which is why I call myself ah agnostic. There is an immense amount of evidence for 
every major religion—eyewitness accounts in scriptures, Lourdes, the signed state
ments that preface the Book of Mormon, etc.—of rather higher quality than that for 
Bigfoot or Van Danekin's chariots. I think it takes a little faith in a rational, 
mechanistic cosmos to throw it all out the window. And when you get to questions' 
about ihe origin-of the Universe or the like, any hypothesis, theistic or scienti
fic, takes faith; we know too little. (So who created the monoblock? Or what?)

To Gene Wolfe: if you think Huxley cured his sight, check the section on 
Bate's eye exercises in Martin. Gardner's FADS AND FALLACIES IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE 
for a revealing anecdote. Even if an improvement in your sight is real, and not 
just will-to-believe and overlooking of certain blurrinesses, it needn't be Bates 
that did it. I wore bifocals until about 20, when my oculist said I didn't need 
them any more. Ask me not what the bases of his decision were, though.
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V

There is a typo on p. 35 that makes me almost giddy with its Meaning 
andboundless potentialities as a sound effeet for all seasons. I refer, of dowse, 
to: •gas#.-- I hope Mkp Giicksohn does.M essay on it in his next letter; it is 
"beyond ny poor powers , :

I have this 31 Oct TU linguistics test, and ha^t intended for a long time to 
share it with fandom. Finally I ^estir myself, X Quote: . .

’’Give tike deep structures of the following sentences and show how the 
surface form of each is derived*
1. That -John was the culprit was thought by Bill to be untrue. ;
2. Bill condescended to try to persuade Harry to leave.
3. It was never doubted by anyone that there would be an investigation.' 
U. John appears to have been forced to reveal the secret.
5* Discovering that he was a vampire upset Max considerably*.’

What intrigues me about this is that the 5 sentences were independently -MmugM: 
uPi with no coherence, yet (looked at properly) they form an intriguing outline 
for a horror-fantasy short... Yes no? >

ffngutstics tests as source material for fCctionZ What other Secrets of 
Prodom have you to reveal?//! tend to dotbt eyewitness accowit& in gener~ 
al, but even more bo those set down in-Ancient Times. knowledge of the 
world was scanty at best, and supernatural explanations for events with 

~ perfectly natural causes were so often given that they all became suspect.
Even today, people detest admitting that they don't toiderstahd all that 
happens around thems and will do their damdest to "explain" the unex
plainable, using whatever means they can think of .//While atheism requires 
a more assertive stance than agnosticism—"You're wrong" as opposed to "I 
don't know", neither one requires a belief or faith in something, merely 
a healthy dose of skepticism//To my knowledge, the F/P idea is Penig's 
alone, but I agree it could become a famish convention in cartooning.// 
What I really liked about Denny's piece was that it was a hand-written* 
roughly-considered, "hots", not a manuscript in any sense. If only I < ■ ' 
could do so well, ^sigh"

. • V-l'GTORJ-A VAYNE 1 (Feb. 4, '96) I think I know the feeling you had at CHAMBANACON 
■P0 Box 156 Stn 0 upon receiving, the present from Joe Haldeman and Gordy Dickson— 
Toronto, Ontario it's the sort of good feeling that you matter to someone, and
M6P 3J8 CANADA it’s the feeling more than the actual gift that ip so good; And

this is I’d say the best kind of egoboo to get. I get that 
feeling not only from surprise gifts but also from unexpected words of praise or 
a telephone call at an unusual hour froh a friend who just wants to be a firend. 
That sort of thing. It restores my faita in people, and believe me,, that some
times takes a battering.

Strange, but I can believe it, that you would want to revert to contention 
style eating habits when sharing a meal with the Offptts. As a lover of the in
formal in life, I sympathize entirely, and would do the same thing. Here, when 
I share a meal with friends, we always end up eating off our laps, or sitting on 
the floor at a low coffee table, or standing at a sideboard, but never sitting at 
a proper table, the closest we get is a card table and a bunch of W1 tables shoved 
together in motley array. No Toronto fan even. owns a dining roan tablet \ 

Got Quite a chuckle out of the Conventional Fens’ Worldcon Qirf aa, and it’s 
only so true! ■ • , M • ; -

I thought WINDYCON a really good con, and didn’t notice the crowding all that 
rnudi, but then I had a room to myself , and slept until now, and epAnt the nights 
partyhopping. But there were lots of people there that I either ..had not m^t before 



or had wanted to meet, and I could name drop for several lines but I’m not trying 
to impress anyone. It was also the best con I’ve ever been to; the whole weekend 
was a perfect one for me. (I also enjoyed CONFUSION Just past, but I can’t really 
compare the two cons that well since they both struck me as quite different.)

I didn’t see Dave Locke's article on agnosticism, but Rod Snyder makes some 
good points. The original article will be worth looking up, I think, and I’ll ask 
aiounn to see if any Toronto fen have the back issue in which it appears. As an 
agnostic myself, I like to compare my own views to those of others, partly out of 
curiousity, and partly out of a need for support. Agnosticism includes by defini
tion the idea that one cannot be certain about matters usually taken on faith by 
most people; and it is this uncertainty that arouses insecurity in me. Therefore, 
seeing someone defend agnosticism in a clear, logical manner can help reinforce my 
xaiuh in my own reasoning ability. I guess, even now, I am still trying to get 
my head together.

Arrgh, to the notion that Harry Warner advances that SFEXPO & ilk might wind 
up with the Hugo. If that happens, let them have the pro Hugos and welcome to 
them; but ghod, leave the fan Hugos to the original Worldcon. Maybe if that hap
pens the fanzine Hugo will no longer go to the semi-prozines but once again the 
editors of the low circulation mimeozine might have a chance. (Not that I want 
it for myself, though——I am enough of a realist to realize that I don’t have a 
prayer. But there are some excellent small-circulation zines that I really feel 
should have a nomination—MYTHOLOGIES -for one—and I intend to nominate that one.)

The highest circulation zine I consistently nominate is OUTWORLDS, but 
all the others are in the under-300 range. I agree that the small faned 
should be given a chance., but I don't see how it could be done. You can't 
blame people for not nominating a zine they've never seen, and to vote 
for something you're not familiar with is downright Evial. Unless all 
fanzines are sent to the same people—cutting off ?S% of the present read
erships—there 's no way enough people will see the same zines and be able 
to compare them. To me it would make more sense to restrict the fmz cate
gory to only high-circulation, or semi-pro, zines, and let the FAAn awards 
honor the smaller publisher. (I can hear the screams already...)//Amen to 
the "thought not the gift" concept. The card I got from Jodie at Marcon 
meant as much as the champagne did: more, since it was directed to only 
me. But any "touch", even verbal, does a lot to lift spirits. Fandom’s 
great at doing that, regardless of the method used.

f?!^E ,?LiCnS0HN (,Tan’ 9* ,?6) Fear not your beautiful description of one of
,41 High Park Ave. the moments that make fandom such a great place to be was
loron+o, Ontario cornball, because whatever it was I was moved by it and empa-
M5P 2S3 CANADA thized completely. There are Just so many good people in

fandom that sometimes I wonder what I did to deserve all 
their friendonips. They make the fools and fuggheads seem i rnmateri »,1 and they 
keep us coming oack con after con and year after year no matter what else may have 
befallen us. I can't imagine what my life would have been like if I hadn't found" 
fandom and the people that make it such a warm and friendly place to be. You said 
it well for all of us.

As it happens, I had a similar although less emotional incident last night. 
I d been working hare, all day at trying to get caught up on fanzine obligations. 
I'd read eight or more fanzines and written several long and involving Iocs. Now 
1 do all this because I like it, but after a twelve hour stretch it does start to 
get a little firing. I was feeling dragged out, a little wearied and somewhat 
frustrated because there was so much undone. Then the phone rang, quite unexpect
edly. And I had the enormous pleasure of chatting drunkenly for ten minutes with
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Ed Cagle and Dave Locke! They’d been drink
ing together most of the day and just 

suddenly decided to call me up. I 
toasted them with a glass of 

Chivas , they toasted back 
we burbled on about things 

fannish and I came away 
feeling completely re

vitalized and .ready to 
read anything, even an 

OUTWORLDS had there 
been one waiting. An

other spontaneous gesture 
that shows what fandom’s

all about.
Somehow1 or the other DILEMMA seems to be a real newszine for me. A little 

while ago you provided some 'information regarding S.EEXPO that I hadn’t heard before 
and now you tell me that the Suncon committee is in trouble and sending out infor
mation to faneds. (They must have been listening to Bowers since I never received 
anything from them.) Eave you thought of going monthly and replacing the myster
iously non-appearing HARASS?

I just burst out laughing at Dave’s suggestion that you start a fund to bring 
him east. Once again that droll little chap has brightened my day. (Actually, if 
he was in Oklahoma last night, surely he’s not too far away from you? What’s a few 
hundred miles between friends?) Now if you started up a fund to send Dave (you 
call him Davie? Davie??!! Hee, hee, hee...) westward I’d happily contribute my 
entire salary for next week! (Well, actually that’s cheating since we’re still 
on strike and won’t be getting any salary next week, but I’d contribute copies of 
my first three fanzines to start things off...)

Dave, of course, makes his outrageous statements about conreports and fan
zine reviews because he knows his good friends like you and I write such things. 
I consider this rather small of him. (I consider everything about Dave rather small, 
come to think of it.) Not once have I seen either you or I denigrate the essential 
worth of boils on one’s ballbag as a topic from which to launch a fannish reputa
tion. We are above such things. (Now that I’ve met Dave I can report that 75# 
of Dave is also above such things. An odd looking chap...)

An interesting contrast is provided by your reaction to SFEXPO and that of
Linda Bushyager. Linda is hoping fervently for the complete failure of the con, 
while you wish it every success. Were it not for the impressive list, of sf pros 
that SF EXPO has listed as being in attendance (and I know that some of them are 
there without their permission) I’d probably fully endorse your position. But 
while I don’t go to cons to see pros, I do go to meet my friends and a good number 
of my friends are listed as being at SF EXPO which means I won’t have the pleasure 
of their company at Midweatcon. And that I do not appreciate, although I fully 
understand why they’d go. Were SF EXPO not in conflict with one of the best and 
longest established regionals, I'd probably wish them every success too. As it is, 
I’m selfish enough to hope they either lose a fortune or move to another weekend. 
Loved your cartoon in Cagle's letter! Naturally, the first thought that came to 
my mind on reading his description was that the creature he was talking about was 
none other than the man himself, then I turn the page to find you’ve presented that 
idea better than any of your letterwriters could. Good cartoon, good editing, 
good idea!

Speaking of good ideas, a hearty round of-applause for the deft way Ben In
dick subverted the cover on the previous issue of Fem-Lib SF. It took an agile 
mind and lots of fancy footwork, which is what we’ve come to expect from him.
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I f.hl nk if I was sharing toastmast ering duties with someone as calm and col
lected as Rusty I might find it easier. As it is, I'm already petrified at the 
thought of having to handle the job in Detroit in a few months. One is supposed 
to be witty and lively and entertaining and, worst of all, live rather than on 
paper. Why do we do these things, I often ask myself. And of course I know the 
answer. Good luck: to both of us I

2ta? toastmasters means half the work, and with four GoHs, there won't be 
hardly any time left for me to make an ass of myself, so I'm not worried 
at all about Minicon. You, on the other hand, have deal with introducing 
two of the finest men we have in fandom, which will undoubtedly require 
literally hours of creative sweat to compose, and some time to present 
properly. It's you who needs the luck then, not II//I too regret that 
many friends won't be at Midwestcon because of the conflict with SF EXPO, 
but if the New York affair manages to draw off the fringees and trendos, 
the sacrifice might be worth it. Assuming other Idea Men catch onto the 
notion and put on other such-like gatherings, the flash-in-a-pan fan might 
well find it so expensive to attend that there won't be any money left to 
go to our more dreary, fannish conventions. The fact that fan-cons won't 
go to any lengths to "entertain" the attendee, as opposed to the spectac
ular goings-on in New York may also dissuade them from overwhelming our 
more sedate conclaves with hordes of screaming faddists. Hoping things 
go well doesn't hurt, does it?//Phone calls are dandy spirit-boosters, 
aren't they? Calls from ghood fen and true like Cagle and Locke and Randy 
Reichardt (who must account for fully a quarter of the out-of-area calls 
placed from Winnipeg) can make one glow all over for hours. A nice feel
ing, indeed.//Can I depend on you for that contrib to the LockeT Fund, then? 
You’re not the type to renege, are you?

MIDGE REITAN (Mar. 16, '76) Thank you again for Dilemma 10. I loved
2716 N. Hampden C+. it as usual. I especially liked Jodie Offutt's offering.
Chicago, IL 60614 The more I read by her the more I know I'd like to get to

know her.
I must disagree with Roy Tackett that most convention-type fans aren't 

interested in fanzines. I am to the core a con fan, but I enjoy very much reading 
zines. 1 don't think I'm alone either. Most of the fen I know, and that is through 
cons, also read fanzines. And you, Jackie, weren't even the one to turn me on to 
them. Bowers got to me first. I do feel sorry for Roy being deprived of the great 
cons we have in the Midwest, but not everyone can be as lucky as we are.

I also like to read con reports. It's nice to see what went on at a con 
you've attended from someone else's point of view.

Sa there, Roy Tad I!
DON D'AMMASSA (Jan. 18, ’76) Enjoyed DILEMMA as usual, even though I think 

'19 Angell Drive you're being rather silly and alarmist about SF EXPO. Sigh. 
East Providence Possibly in a few years you’ll have been proven correct and I'll 
R| 02914 write you an apologetic letter, but just at the moment it strikes

me as 1) a temptest in a teacup, an event that will have little 
if any significance outside <bf the single event, and (2) if there should be any 
lasting change, it will be for the better. Professionals to handle the adminis
trative propblems of cons would eliminate many of the foul ups, and would give 
some time to talk to people who are currently so busy running things they can't 
do any socializing. I've been co-opted into helping with Boskone this year, and 
I know whereof I speak. And it's something I will be very chary of getting in
volved with again.

Although I think we're pretty much of the same mind about the Mayaguez inci
dent (and although it's not something I really have any interest in talking about 
interminably) I did want to respond to a couple of your points. I don't, for ex
ample, consider that our response was "effective". It has been revealed that the 
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Cambodian government had apparently not been aware of the actions of its coastal 
force in advance, and had already ordered the release of the ship and crew when 
our force struck. So my comparison to the possibility of a US-Mexican confron
tation was doubly valid.

It is dangerous to accept that violent international acts are sometimes ne
cessary for psychological purposes. I tend to agree to a certain extent that what 
was needed was a morale booster for the US and its client nations, and this parti
cular incident might have been Just what the doctor presribed. But by irritating 
our Thai allies, by over-reacting instead of showing firmness and restraint, and 
by the ludicrous results, we accomplished Just the opposite. I would far rather 
have seen a US blockade of the Angolan coast to prevent all foreign intervention 
or something of that nature. In foreign policy, I’m rather conservative, but that 
doesn’t mean I don’t think we’re capable of military asinity. Experience has shown 
far too much of that commodity for me to doubt it.

Some additional soft-core porn titles that you missed were:
THE PROCURATORS OF MARS
THE GOODS OF MARS
THE WHORELORD OF MARS
THUVIA, MADE ON MARS 
Etc. •

I dumo if Denny's keeping a list of these things or not (what on earth 
would he do with them if he did?), but these would be neat additions...// 
I fail to see what Cambodia has to do with Angola, but maybe it was just 
a slip of the typer? Since there wasn't any foreign involvement with the 
Mayaguez situation, I fail to see what good a blockade would've done. Is 
it not also true that Cambodia was in the throes of a violently bloody 
civil war, and that it was therefore impossible for anyone to be certain 
just what the "government" (assuming you could be sure who was the govern
ment) was ordering? Unless Mexico is gripped in a similar war, I can't 
see the analogy between what happened in east Asia and what you hypothet
ically proposed could happen off our own coast. If it were some other, 
more unstable S.A. country, perhaps. But the swiftness of our reaction 
against the Cambodians would also tend to discourage any air strikes against 
our cities. This deterrant effect, and the fact that we did free the men, 
was what I meant by terming the mission "effective". Not that it was the 
"best", but merely that it did what it was supposed to do. It would be 
nice if we lived in an Idealistic World where violent confrontation did 
not happen, but we do and we'd better be able to face that fact or we won't 
be around to dream of better, more peaceful times.//Me? Alarmist about 
EXPO? ★Sputter* Why, I never get excited about anything'. Now, as I was 
saying; about Suncon...

DAVE LOCKE (Jan. 20, ’76) If you get a chance at Minicon 11, buy Leigh
815 Edie Dr. Brackett a drink and then take her aside for some quiet chitchat 
Duarte, CA 91010 away from the thundering hordes. You may find it to be one of 

the more- interesting conversations of your con-going career. I 
did, when I did that at a Westercon some years ago. She’s one of the good people.

Jodie's article was fun reading. I'm a table person, though. Not Just for 
eating, but for relaxing too. If I'm going to read, or talk to someone, I'd Just 
as soon shun the living room and prop elbows on the kitchen table. For some rea
son the fans out here also like to congregate in the kitchen, but they prefer lean
ing against the counters or the refrigerator or the stove rather than sitting 
down. I like to sit down, and I like to lean forward and have something to sup
port my arms when I do that. Well, I'm strange in other ways, too.

Answer to BUMBLE: FAUNCH, SMOOTH, CROGGLE, NEOFAN, FANDOM, GENZINE — MOONSHOT
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I am not, however, shorter than Mike Glicksohn. As I recall, when I first 
met him he seemed, to be about two inches taller than me as I looked, at him stand
ing there, but I was sitting down at the time. 1 will admit that when I first 
stood up we seemed to be seeing eye-to-eye, but I soon noticed that Sheryl Birk- 
head had painted two eyeballs on that ridiculously tall hat he wears.

I should apologize to Mike for my behavior that evening. I’m ashamed of my
self for the spur of the moment thought that caused me to signal a couple of LA 
fans and have Mike stripped of his hat and his elevator socks. I don't know what 
came over me. They then sat on the floor and held Mike while I put a tape measure 
up to him. Mike is exactly 66 inches tall, or 66 millimeters. I forget whether 
or not the scale.was in metric. It might have been.

As soon as my friends let him go, Mike punched me in the kneecap and then 
ran away. I never saw him again, and consequently had to mail him is hat and ele
vator socks. I had trouble with the post office because it was an oversize pack
age, so I had to mail one item at a time. I felt it was the least I could do 
under the circumstances. I even had his socks laundered, heavy on the starch.

Imagine, his trying to convince people, that Dave Locke is not 6’3” nor ”a 
vertible Conan among fen”. Nervy little bastard, isn’t he?

I think closed-door parties have their place. They help keep out the riff
raff. The more cons I-attend, the less I like open-door parties. Too goddam 
crowded and too goddam noisy. I dislike shouting to be heard, and I dislike not 
being able to hear the person who is screaming in my ear. I also dislike not being 
able to shift position without Jamming my.elbow up someone's ass.

Rod Snyder misread me. I'm not an agnostic. If we must have labels, I’m 
an atheist. I am, therefore, an undesireable person to many people. Telling 
people you’re an atheist helps keep away the riff-raff too...

Well, Jackie, there are a reason why the burden of proof lies with the affirm
ative position. It’s because that's the logical way to go about it. You are in
nocent until proven guilty. Advertisers are supposed to be able to prove their 
claims. Anyone who promotes a philosophy should be able to prove that it works. 
It would be a hell of a world if people had to always run around trying to prove 
that something isn't, that something doesn't exist, and that the unknown is still 
unknown. Think about it.

The point I was trying to make is that from the Observer ’s position, both 
sides are taking a stand. One says something Is and another says it Ain't. 
Just as Columbus had to go out and prove that the earth is not flat, as 
many believed in 1482, I seek some evidence from both points of view. All 
an Observer has to go by is two statements that contradict each other. You 
are speaking as a person who has already made up his mind. So do people 
like Marty. I look at both of you and shrug my shoulders. I just don’t 
know, and unless I want to conmit perhaps the rest of my life to finding 
out, I will never know. I don’t, so I probably won’t.//! don’t like the 
very crowded open-door parties very much either, but here in the Nirvana 
of fandom, the Midwest, we rarely have such crowded conditions develop.
Too many open-door parties. People tend to circulate more, so except for 
the con-suite (where it’s generally sardinesville) you have room to breathe 
and enough quiet to hear someone speak.//I’d Watch comments about sticking 
your elbow up someone’s ass. Mike might make the assumption you were on 
your feet at the time, and Round 3 would develop (or it 5?)//I’ll try to 
talk to Leigh at Minicon, but no promises. I’m lousy at beginning conver
sations, fap preferring to, sit at the edges of a group and simply listen, 
adding something if the talk should turn to subjects I feel at ease with. 
Initiating topics is beyond me...
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LAURI NE WHITE (Jan. 18, '76) Ah, another nice Fem-Lib cover on TH 1 emma
5408 Leader Ave. 10. Adding the zip-a-tone gives it a more "classic” look
Sacramento, CA 95841 than the last cover, but SHE is more of a classic than the 

pulp stories. I Just don’t have the same enthusiasm for 
this cover though. What fun it would be to save a good looking guy from a raven
ing monster or a fate worse than death and him eternally graceful! I never ima
gined myself in the reverse SHE situation, so this cover doesn’t appeal as much.

Doug Rice’s cartoons were cute, and I'm glad you reprinted them, or I’d have 
missed them. The best one was the Spock-eared fans watching Star Trek. I din’t 
understand the one on fan discussion groups ("Scab!"). Feminist Barsoom titles 
would have gone great with last issue’s cover. Perhaps it was inspired by that?

Having sat through the entire DisCon masquerade, I should remember a Kick- 
aha costume, since that is one of my favorite Farmer characters. Or is Kickaha 
the Medicine Man inspired by something else? Which would explain my not remember
ing the costume.
Is THE ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR considered fan fiction? If so, wouldn’t Dave Locke 
agree it isn’t from the bottom of the barrel? I really enjoyed it.

Your attitude towards SF EXPO is refreshing after all the bitching Linda 
Bushyager has done in HARASS. If I lived in New York, I’d probably go, Just for 
the films, if nothing else. But it's 3000 miles away, and I’ve already made plans 
for a 2 week vacation in Missouri this summer. If you’ll be at Worldcon, I’d at 
least like to talk with you. Maybe a gathering of Slanapa and Ex-Slans.

We'll be at MAC, all right. I've volunteered for a gofer job at Joni 
Stopa's masquerades so I have Committments to keep, and all that. (I can 
always use it as an excuse when someone beligerantly demands to know why 
on earth I'd want to attend; and I don't feel in a scrappy mood...)//I'd 
be happy to see the other Elans, but I hadn't known that "Ex" elans were 
invited to the get-togethers. Someone would have to have an awfully big 
room in that case, wouldn't he/she?//Passovoy will undoubtedly be broken
hearted 'to read that someone missed seeing him in breech-clout and a couple 
of grand worth of indian jewelry—eagle-claw necklace, silver concha belt, 
etc. Ies, he was the Farmer character, and I saw him; don't know why you 
didn't.//You can't put zip-a-tone on hand-cut stencils. That was done with 
shading plates. I didn't care for this cover much either. Another idea 
that looked better on paper than in execution... *sigh*

RANDY REICHARDT (Jan. 6, '76) The conreps are always something I hate to read,
58 Penrose Place because they make me more and more eager to get to a con; they
Winnipeg, Manitoba inform me of what I've been missing. Each one I read rubs it
82J 1S1 CANADA in a little more. I’m glad to see that you'll be at Minicon;

I plan to arrive there Saturday morning and stay till Sunday 
night. I hope you'll find time in your busy schedule to allow me the pleasure of 
meeting and rapping with you. I would really like that (as would Stu, who'll prob
ably be there too.)

Off The Top Of My Head made me laugh, really. It’s the type of light fannish 
material I love to read. The same goes for the Conventional Fans* Worldcon Guide. 
I especially liked the illo depicting the pro among his children.

But I found the most enjoyable pieces of Dilemma to be Jodie's article and 
your powerful editorial. In reading 'Diary', oh, it’s hard to say what feelings 
ran through me. Probably envy is one of them. Envy of the picture painted in the 
article. Another is admiration, and then Joy, which the article seems to generate 
as you read each line. The clincher was your accompanying illo, which was beauti
ful. Better than a photo! I’ve seen pictures of andy, sv.ch as the one in the 
Discon program book, and I saw a photo of you in a recent Title. I could see a 
definite resemblance in your two faces, and I’m sure the others were equally 
accurate.
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Your editorial hit the hardest though. The story you told was beautiful, 
not ’’dreadfully cornball". The last three paragraphs I keep reading over and over. 
I'm starting to think like you; optimisticly; not only about fandom, but of every
thing. I told my father tonight that fandom, in the few months I’ve been active 
in it, has brought rsore Joy and peace to me than anything else before, and I thank 
the Lord for it. But I've just tapped the well; I've got far to go. You mention 
a sense of belonging and communication that exists and can't be duplicated else
where. That is something unique to fandom and nothing else! I've had no feuds 
yet, experienced no bitter animosities. Rather, I get good feelings from my mail- 
box, and the very infrequent phone call when I feel like blowing ten bucks. 
(Speaking of blowing, your mention of the blow Job really caught me off guard. 
Great Joke!) So don't be surprised if you hear your phone ring at 12:01 a.m.- some 
night and it's me at the other end.

I've struck up correspondence with people in Toronto like Phil Paine, Patrick 
Hayden, Barry Kent MacKay, the Glick, Victoria Vayne and others. I've taiked on 
the phone to Phil and Pat, Linda Bushyager, and Donn Brazier, and loved every 
minute of it!

So, I now find myself'watching the mailbox like a hawk, every day. Phoning 
home from work, and asking if any mail came, and then asking who it’s from, and 
so on. I’m still a young sprite of 22.5 years in existance, so I've plenty of 
time for cons dt al. If this is what fandom's all about, I respectfully want ini!

Simply put, it is not hard to understand why you think so highly of fandom. 
And you spread that ghood feeling through your zine; an important characteristic 
of Dilemma.

comments are appreciated. Faneds seem to come in two asperate and 
distinct species—the self-assured kind who comes across as confident and 
pleased with their own talents; and the constantly-tensed sort who feel 
positive that no one will notice nor care what they do. I'd guess that 
the bulk of us fall in the latter category, and generous amounts of ego
boo serve to keep us afloat (and I assume that the more secure ones like 
to have confirmation of their own opinions, for that matter). Thanks for 
the kind words.//I'm certain that Jodie wasn't trying to instill envy in 
anyone's mind: quite the contrary. By relating even fictionalized anec
dotes—embroidering as all the Irish do—she shares the good times that 
are to be found in any famish gathering;- regardless of size* with those 
who weren't present. It's a problem I face every time I try to write up 
a convention report: relating every good moment is impossible* for one 
thing, to do so would take too much room* and for another, many of the 
things that happen sound so trivial out of context* that describing them 
seems pointless—you'd have to be there. I can only hope that your first 
con will have many of those Little Moments that go so far1 towards building 
up a Contented Whole* you seem to have the right attitude* at least. I 
cannot agree fully that fandom is the only place that encourages sharing 
among its participants—some people find that sense of belonging in church* 
social* political or employment areas* but* for many if not all of us* 
fandom's been the place for our 'roots'* our 'spot'* our 'Home'.

JODIE OFFUTT (Feb. 10* '?6) I've seen several comments on yours on SF EXPO.
Funny Farm Yours have been the only calm thoughts I’ve read. People are
Haldeman, KY 40329 so damned worked up about it! It's as though the whole fannish 

structure is being shaken at its foundation.
Another thing I've noticed an awful lot while reading so many zines in such 

a short period of time is how well the Aussiecon has been reported on. Don Thomp
son, Bob Tucker, Susan Wood, Denny Lien, and I'm sure there are others. And Rusty's
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slides tie it all together. I can remember how little was written about Heicon 
at the time. I’m sure glas so many fan writers went to Australia.

You got a letter from Bill Cavin! My God, but you pull the damndest people 
to their typewriters! Next you’ll hear from Jim Hansen.

You managed to get some good humor from your contributors: Sam Long, Denny 
Lien, Dave Locke and Doug Rice. Is Doug the guy who shared the Birthaversary 
party with us?

Jackie, I want to comment on your account of Chambanacon's last night. You 
Baid it beautifully and made me cry all over again.

Have I told you about our upcoming travels? Next month andy’s going to be 
MC at a con in Wilmington, NC, where Kelly Freas will be GoH. ArtCane, I believe 
it’s called. In April we’re going to the Nebula bash in LA. Just think: both 
coasts in the space of one month. Before I went to my first con the Ohio River 
was the biggest body of water I’d ever seen and that only once when I went to 
Cincinnatti to the zoo. Then I went to St. Louis in 69 and saw the Mississippi 
and it hasn’t stopped since.

I’m very excited about 1976. It’s starting out fine and I have no reason to 
think it will go anywhere but up. All the good things and good places I’m going 
to and all the good people I’ll see that I know about! Then there are all those 
good things I’ll do and good people I'll meet that I don’t even know about yet.

As the children say: "I CAN HARDLY WAIT!!!”
It does look like a good’un coming up, doesn’t it? With two down and ghod 
knows how many to go, I’m pawing at the ground. I think the high points 
of any convention are meeting neat people unexpectedly; that instant shock 
of recognition: "Hey! A fellow fan!" and the good-all-over feeling that 
there’s one more to add to the swelling horde.//Yep, Doug’s the newly un
covered member of our "group" An excellent artist as well as cartoonist, 
I hope I can pry more work loose from him. Maybe (crossed fingers!) the 
improved repro will help...//Jodie, will you please say a few words to 
Don D'Ammassa... ?

ERIC MAYER (Feb. IS, ’76) As you can see, I’m still around. On the thin
RD 1 Box 14/ edge of gafiation, perhaps, but still around.
Falls, PA 18615 Your last two covers have both been just great, among the

best and most imaginative I’ve seen, not to mention technically 
mind-boggling. (I’ve never cut a stencil, but I've cut woodblocks and linoleum 
blocks, so 1 can imagine what it ?nust be like.)

I enjoyed your own. writings. Even if they were about those convention things. 
Someday...maybe. Autoclave, I think it is, looks interesting. Funny thing, Kathy 
has occasionally talked about going to the Beatles convention that’s held in Bos-
ton 
the

every year. I find the idea of that to be almost as nauseating as she finds 
idea of sf cons. Maybe we'll work out a trade one of these days.

Doug Rice's cartoons were excellent. What can you say about cartoons?

STAPLE’S 
The 

5/£>c,
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Incidentally, I’ve been doing a little bit of fanwriting lately, inspired, 
in a way, by Jodie Offutt. It seems that every time I pick up a fanzine there’s 
something quite enjoyable in it by her. (Always one of the best articles in the 
zine.) "How does qae do.it?" I asked myself. Upon examining the evidence I 
found that she tends to write about just any old thing. "Hmmmm," I thought, "if 
she can make one interesting article after another come out of very simple events, 
why do I have to keep on waiting for some BIG IDEA to occur to me or some IMPORT
ANT EVENT to happen? Why not just go ahead and write about what's happening to 
me right here in Falls? After all, it may not be Paris or Nepal, but I'll bet 
there’s not another fan around who’s familiar with the place either.

Many of the better fannish pieces are based not on content, but on good, 
solid 'wordsmithing'. "Nothing happened, so what should I write about?" 
can freeze a person before a typewriter forever, staring at that blank 
sheet. Something always happens, even the fact that "nothing" happened 
is grist for the fanwrvter's mill, and is therefore an "event".//Stencil 
cutting has no relation to cutting either linoleum or wood blocks. It's 
more like tracing, only using a metal-tipped stylus rather than a pen, 
and having also done both, I can vouch that stencil cutting is a heck of 
a lot easier! If you want to study some truly fine examples of the type, 
though, I recommend looking carefully as Ed Connor's work in SF ECHO, Ken 
Fletcher's work in RUNE, or Juanita Coulson's (now sadly infrequent) illos 
in IANDRO. Now those people are GOOD!!!

SAM LONG (Jan. 9, '76) ’Twas indeed mighty generous of Gordy and
Box 4946 Joe to send y’all over that champagne, but then, you know,
Patrick AFB, FL 32925 they're generous men. On a much smaller scale, I was sur

prised and pleased to get a Xmas card from Joe and Gay: a 
small thing, but still awful nice of them. Don't be ashamed to be corriball: I've 
been the recipient of a fair amount of fannish generousity and hospitality myself, 
and know how inadequate words are to describe the gratitude I feel for what fans 
and fandom have done for me. (Not the least of these is to have found me a bride: 
I met :sy fiancee through 'fandom and wooed and won her while putting out a zine; 
she is herself a faned.) I-t*s comforting to know your mailbox will rarely be 
empty, and that, in almost every major city in the country you've got friends, tho 
you may not have met, add that your voice will be heard and listened to in fan
nish or stfan&i debate:, you need not think yourself lonely or unheeded. You're 
a fan. Right? Go ahead, be cornball: I'm right there with you, and I agree 
Wholeheartedly.

I dare say "Ben Fan's" idea has already been done. But did you know that 
the well-known l^th-cen^ury humorist Petroleum V. (for Vesuvius) Nas by was a 
psuedonym for one David: Locke? When I wrote and asked Dave (our Dave) about this, 
he hemmed and hawed... :

To Dave Hulan: Edward VIII didn't have to abdicate, and if he’d stuck it 
out, it’s doubtful that. Parliament would have deposed him, though there would 
have been a grave crisis in the realm, not so much political as constitutional. 
(The constitutional question was this: could Edward obtain a Government if he 
married Mrs. Simpson? The Government and the Government of the Dominions (or 
Commonwealth) had already stated that to them, Mrs. Simpson was not the sort of 
woman they wanted as their Queen, and Queen she'd be if the King married her. If 
he had married her, the Government would have resigned and there might be diffi
culty, both before and after a general election, in finding a Prime Minister and 
a Government. Impass’e. But there was no talk of deposition. Rather than cause 
all that uproar and trouble, Edward abdicated in favor of his more conventional
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and 'respectable’ brother Albert, who was happily married to an Earl's daughter 
and who had two daughters of his own to insure royal succession, and who turned 
out to be a very good King George VI. The present Royal Family is 'respectable', 
but the Prince of Wales likes the Goons and is almost fannish. If we could turn 
him on to SF...what a coup for Britain in 'T9!

Another relevation of the holes in my education: I'd never heard of Nasby 
until you mentioned him, and I thought it just another of your made-up 
names. Dave Locke set me straight, that there was, indeed, a 'P.V. flashy’ 
and he was quite well-known in American History. Well, our school never 
mentioned him!//No longer being alone is one of the benefits of being in 
fandom, and I don't restrict the concept to the physical facet, but the 
emotional/spiritual as well. Maybe not every fan is fully 'kin' to you, 
but there are bound to be some. While you may also be able to find these 
kinds of people out in Mundania, who has time to search them out? The odds 
of any fan finding a kindred spirit—or many—are increased a thousand-fold 
inside our miniworld than beyond it.

JOSEPH NICHOLAS (Mar. 11, '76) Neither of us know each other, but I borrowed
2 Wi I mot Way Di lemma 9 and 10 when I was round at Alan Stewart’s place the
Camber ley, Surrey other night and thought: if I was to send you a LoC, might I 
Gul5 1JA ENGLAND get lucky and find myself on your mailing list? In the hope 

that I do, what follows is not to be read when doing anything 
other than sitting down (I don't want you to break anything when you keel over
in disgust)). z

Gene Wolfe is probably right when he says that reading fans (trufans, call 
them what you like) will stay away from SF EXPO, and that the con itself will be 
thronged with TV and movie producers, actors, and others of a similar ilk. But... 
you have only to remember the Star Trek thing to realize just how many mundanes 
were inflicted on fandom. (With luck, this thing might siphon them off, but that’s 
another story.) The danger with this proposed Garbagecon (or whatever it’s call
ed) is that it will draw in an equal number of people (although I sincerely hope 
not) who will either swamp out reading fandom or believe this sort of thing is 
fandom itself. Even more so when Garbagecon goes to great lengths to advertise 
itself to all and sundry, whereas Worldcons (and Eastercons in this country) hardly 
advertise at all, and then only in specialist magazines or fanzines. Such could 
result in an influx of neos the like of which fandom, has never seen before—except 
that fandom itself won't see them at all, because they’ll be the new fans who are 
moving up to replace the others who die or gafiate or whatever, and fandom will 
become atrophied and sterile.

It all sounds pretty ridiculous doesn’t it? Maybe I'm just over-reacting 
here, but I have an idea that it will result in an influx of Trek proportions. 
With any luck, Dave Hulan will be proved right, and all the Trekkies and Apies and 
Shitties, or whatever they call themselves these days, will bog off to this sort
of thing.

A con-junkie, hmmm? It's a pity, in one sense, that we in the U.K. don’t 
have as many*, or at least more than we have at the moment, as you have over there. 
The Novacon that’s held every year in Birmingham, originally intended as a faan- 
ish gathering has now become about, as organised, and as programmed, as the suppo
sedly more prestigious Easter con, and a couple of attempts are being made to in
troduce some new ideas. Recently there was a completely programmeless con held 
at the end of February, at which the object was to sit and talk for as long as 
possible. It’s now on definitely for next year,;^nd has been christened Talkcon. 
.And then there's another, slightly more programed (two films and a bookstall type 
of affair) that some nutter has christened Silicon (I ask you!) planned for later 
this year, about the end of August, intended as another more faanish gathering 
than the Eastercon (which is beginning to show signs of suffering from that dread 
disease of gigantism).
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Referring to Gene Wolfe’s letter again...his mention of some book called.
HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SIGHT .sounds as though it might have something to do with the 
Bates system of eyetraining exercises that A.E.Van Vogt was supposed to favour at 
one time. Really, Gene, do you believe that this sort of thing can do any good 
at all? I admit it might work in some cases, but if your problem has anything to 
do with the retina, br the involuntary muscles of the iris, or the cornea opaquing 
over, then you needn’t bother. No amount of eye training is going to weld a retina 
back on, or stabilise the iris. Like you, Jackie, I’m leery of HOW TO books, but 
then I’m just waiting until it gets to the stage where someone brings out one 
entitled HOW TO GET LAID or HOW TO MAKE BETTER LOVE before I let myself have a 
really good laugh over them.

Burrows Rice Edgar, hmrnm? How about some fascist itles to counter the Marx
ist versions? Titles like A DICTATOR OF MARS, or CONCENTRATION CAMPS OF MARS, or 
maybe even MARS KAMPF? No?

And yet another nice thing about fandom is getting nice letters of 
comment from out of nowhere. Hello3 Joseph (Joe?)3 hope you like it 
around here.//I doubt that Gene has anything wrong with his eyes that con
cerns the areas you mentioned; he seems to suffer from myopea3 as so many 
fans do. Retinal problems are seldom helped by wearing of eyeglasses* and 
I would assume that surgury would be indicated for that and the other ills. 
I haven't heard from Gene about his success (or lack) with the method* 

- and. I still am interested in hearing more...//One reason that so many 
Trekkies came into fandom was that their "dorn" was as reader-oriented as 
ours (I know* that's how I got in)3 so reader/editor reaction was common 
procedure with both fields. I doubt if a commercial "con" would attract 
as many people who'd pay the amount of attention to fanzines that 
trekkies did* and if they expected the more famish cons to be the extra
vaganzas that EXPO touts itself as being* they 're doomed to bitter disap
pointment. They could be aggravating in the meanwhile* though... I get " 
your point about possible newcomers feeling that "their" version of fandom 
would be "the" fandom* because* in a way* it’s already happening. When a 
large group comes in all at once* and cormunicates largely with itself* 
it soon begins to feel it is fandom. When enough newcomers meet up with 
that group first* then* in time* it could be—by weight of numbers—the 
fandom of the future. If new fans think that all fandom is is a bunch of 
cons with wild parties* or a group of fanzines that discuss close* personal 
problems* then all that's gone on before could be forgotten except for a 
few dauntless* hardy few. *Xuck* I don't want to think about it...No* 
I'd prefer to gust think about SF EXPO drawing them away like flies.

HARRY WARNER, JR. (Jan. 5* ’76) Your fretting about the need to give a speech
423 Summit Avenue brought back old memories. I did a solo speech for the
Hagerstown, MD 21740 first and only uime in my fannish career when I was the fan

goh at Noreascon and I was terribly worried for several 
reasons: my topic was fairly contraversial and I was afraid it would inspire heck
ling which I wouldn’t be able to cope with, I developed a sore throat that dat 
which turned out to be psychosomatic but threatened to take away my voice while 
it seemed real, and I kept suffering from the delusion that the whole thing was a 
mistake and someone would drag me away from the rostrum because I certainly had 
no business among all the.high-powered professionals at the speaker’s table. I 
even learned that there was some wagering in progress at the con on the question 
of whether I would give a talk, because of my reputation for keeping in the back
ground at such events.* As it turned out, nothing awful happened except when I 
stumbled over a word at the very start. But when I got my contributor’s copy of 
the Ip records of Noreascon, I was afraid to play them. It brought the whole 
tense situation back to life again.
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Sam Long’s poem tickled, me immensely. Sometimes I think he must be the re
incarnation of an 18th century man of letters. Sam always seems to be enjoying 
himself in a leisurely manner, both in person and behind a typewriter, going to 
more trouble to talk and write properly than most modern, fans without growing pe
dantic or stuffy-sounding in the process. This poem has the real tang of Alexander 
Pope, even though it doesn’t follow his favorite couplet form.

The reports of SunCon difficulties confirm some of my old fears about the 
directions worldcons have been taking, like the two-years-in-advance site selection 
and the formation of committees to plan for cons an even greater distance ahead. 
I think it’s very important not to increase the selection period to three years, 
as some people have suggested. That’s Just too long from both the standpoint of 
-ffi.nniRh stability and the speed with which a hotel can suffer economic problems. 
Nobody has explained to me yet how the Republican Party can choose its convention 
city less than a year ahead and be sure of getting accomodations. Meanwhile, I 
think it would be a good idea to try to build even larger the worldcon emergency 
fund, as a cushion against the year a genuine crisis involves the event. It might 
be a few years in the future, even a decade or more, but by the law of averages, 
it will come.

Gene Wolfe's letter gave me a drastic new idea on how to cut down on con 
attendance. Give everyone who shows up a copy of the program book and watch what 
he does. If he starts to read it, let him in, and if he Just starts to look at 
the pictures, throw him out.

Maybe I’m the person in fandom who has the least interference from his fam
ily. It consists of three aunts, only one of which lives in this area, and a 
scattering of cousins and even more distant kin. However, I was very fortunate 
when I was a Neofan, because my parents never interfered with any of my reading 
or any fanac and they even bore up well under the impact of unexpected visiting 
fans at all hours. I don’t know if Mike Glicksohn is right when he finds so many 
fans unhappy in their home life. But maybe the situation, if it’s so, just reflects 
the national tendency to a lot of stress and strain in most homes, as the Divorce 
Rate and the Kinsey Report prove.

I appreciate the concern over my health. The trouble was in my throat, and 
at various times two doctors diagnosed it as a chronic infection, a lesion, my 
teeth, and nerves. After three months of waiting in doctor’s offices, and creating 
a sensation in one when I passed out midway' in the exam, I used up all my medicine 
and a few days after that the symptoms began to go away. It has been completely 
gone now for several weeks, giving me welcome opportunity to resume worrying over 
other areas of bodily disintergration.

Harry, have you considered taking vn a hobby to distract your mind from 
worries about your health? Something like a literary group, or amatuer 
publishing might do the trick...//I'm relieved that your trouble wasn't 
anything more serious. I know how upsetting'it can be to have a persis
tant complaint that gets nothing but conflicting diagnoses from the MDs, 
and hope you don't have a reoccurance of the difficulty. I also hope that 
you still are considering the possibility of attending MAC; you'd certainly 
jolt the dickens out of a lot of people if you showed up!//It's all but 
impossible to get a large hotel to commit, all it's facilities—which are 
needed by today's worldcons—a mere year in advance. It is utterly im
possible if you insist on a certain date. Two year committees are necess
ary^ and, allowing for the bidding period, already exist three years (or 
more!). To ask yet another year's planning in advance'would strain famish 
viability to the extreme, I agree, but the situation as it now stands is 
the only operable one, and has to be.



BUCK COULSON
Route 3
Hartford City, IN 47348

the symbolism is obvious
#5.

rJan' 9> 176 ) Warperson of Mars is absolutely hil
arious—but Denny overdid it with ’’person" in the series.

sh°u}d obviously be The Supreme Beings of Mars, and 
#o, obviously, should be The Lariets ofMars. fl trust 

enough?) The Marxist versions are all good, particularly

J, f d add snifily; my little neo has grow up to be a convention fan. 
tVen Ca^ber® feel that alleged Christians who don't follow 

Christ s teachings are an exception? Since when is the majority of any group 
considered an exception to it? The real Christians who do follow Christ's teach 
ings are the exceptions. Of course they exist, and whatToes that have to do with 
what you said? Stven s argument is irrelevant, immaterial, and inconsequential 
The fact that a few people follow Christ's teachings is no more relevant that the 
fact that an equally few people follow the teachings of Karl Marx, or Buddha or 
Mahatma Ghandi, unless one is pointing out that sincere believers are in the* 
minority.

Thanks, Buck. Tha^ was, indeed, my point. All groups, including sf fane, 
gudged by outsiders on the basis of how the majority of that group 

aat>.. yne aa'^on^ of oorne inner-circle, Really-For-Roneet-And-True- 
Fdllowere-Of-The-Correct-Path. I base my optimism for humanity on the 
actions of a fem friends and acquaintances; I base my more pessimistic 
expectations on how the bulk of the rest behave. If all Christianity were 
composed of sincere, devoted, thinking people, I'd be willing to wager 
that my expectations would improve a thousand-fold—the same goes for al
most any theistic faith.

Well, that winds things up for this issue. Many thanks to those of you who wrote 
and I didn’t have room to include. WAHF: Sheryl Birkhead, Gil Gaier, Stu Gilson 
Patrick Hayden, Marty Helgesen, Dave Hulan, Dave Piper, Dave Rowe, Ronald Salomon’ 
and Rod Snyder. You brightened my day by writing; please, do it again!!
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